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“What makes a
solution impactful
is – HOW to
use it.”

Virtualisation (NFV) and ArtifiOne thing is for sure: the digicial Intelligence (AI) must be
tal age does not allow our
leveraged to improve time-tospeed of responsiveness to
market of innovative 5G serremain constant. The “2019
vices and business models.
Global CEO Outlook” from
KPMG sums up the conseADEL AL-SALEH
Security and cyber resilience
quences as either “agile or
is another example: on the one
irrelevant”. Why? Because dighand, the ability to integrate
itization changes almost every
business model. As early as next year, 80 percent of all digital innovation is key to unlocking long-term growth.
value chains will be digitized. Companies that generate However, concerns over cyber security can impede
more than 50 percent of their revenue through digital eco- those ambitions. Organizations need to ensure that these
systems increase their revenue by 32 percent and their threats do not undermine digital’s growth potential. This
view is possible through a network view into the system,
margin by 27 percent.
continuing to identify and address potential vulnerabilities.
In our view, to reposition for the future, companies need
four building blocks. And these four elements enable a For companies, it is about finding a partnership where one
digital ecosystem. First, connectivity provides the founda- can seamlessly address all four building blocks, and comtion upon which all digitization is built; infrastructures that mit to business outcomes. Accountability with agility to
moves between existing, private and public cloud to pro- bring trust established from a strong foundation, resiliency
vide a responsiveness and return never before experi- with a partner ecosystem to deliver impact from new techenced, security by design throughout the system, and nologies. That partnership, that commitment, that focus is
digitization as the glue that brings value across the chain, what we call higher performance.
from customers through to supply chain.
Best regards
In Europe, three out of four companies see 5G as one
of the most important technologies of the future. This
means: Not only in Germany, after the successful auction
of the 5G licenses, it’s all about getting most of the power
of the new generation of intelligent mobility, tailored to Adel Al-Saleh
the needs of a company, even a use case. That means:
Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network Functions
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Four Bricks to be
Flabbergasted
When IT managers in companies today “order their house” skillfully
and holistically, basically it’s all about four bricks – and the right
knack. Sort of like the classic computer game Tetris. Digitization,
connectivity, infrastructure and security need to fit together
perfectly.

COPY

Thomas van Zütphen

W

ith Job’s news or Cassandra calls it’s
such a thing. Both almost always turn the
prospects of their addressees’ existence
upside down. To speak them out blatantly, even if it may be the truth, can
deeply disturb the other person. Or, on the other hand,
help him to get up on his feet. Both are possible. Especially in the context of digitization.
And that’s what’s causing companies all over the world to
mix up so badly. According to a global McKinsey study,
74 percent of decision-makers in companies consider the
current speed of change to be “unprecedented”. Almost
every second of the more than 300 companies surveyed
expects their respective industries to change more strongly
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74%

decision-makers in companies consider the
current speed of change to be “unprecedented”.

The basis for successful digitization is the application of the highest
quality standards and operational excellence, which enable fast,
flexible and secure access to data and applications worldwide.
T-Systems already operates one of the world’s largest networks with
more than 180,000 sites. In this sense, 5G, the Internet of Things (IoT)
and Edge Computing are key factors for industry 4.0, enabling a
number of new business and technology developments. For analyst
Paul Bevan of Bloor Research, they mark “an important step on the
road to true digital transformation”. In scenarios such as autonomous
driving, telemedicine and automated factories, the bandwidth and
latency requirements for each network used are so massively increased that they can only be met with 5G and edge computing.

Source: KPMG CEO Outlook 2019
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CONNECTIVITY

by 2023 than in any previous decade. And in the automotive, engineering and aerospace industries, as many as
85 percent of respondents expect technological breakthroughs such as artificial intelligence, the Internet of
Things, and data-based business models to completely
transform their businesses. – It doesn’t matter whether
their fate on the market is controlled by the owner or by
management. For their current management level, the
challenge these days is to “set the house in order” before
the next generation of managers assumes responsibility.
Wolfgang Schwab, Principal Consultant at Pierre Audoin
Consultants (PAC), sums up what this means in concrete
terms for IT managers in companies: “The most important
thing for companies in their digital journey is a service pro-

vider who can contribute to shaping their digital future
through consulting, business insight, technology and a
finely tuned ecosystem of partners and solutions”.
After all, what is the strategic approach to holistic digitization for IT organizations about? At its core is the identific
ation, procurement and implementation of all necessary
building blocks. These, however, must be tailored to each
other and to the respective needs of your own company.
Basically, it is the same as with TETRIS. Hardly anyone
who does not know the computer game classic. Virtually
unchanged since the 1980s, the “TETRIS®99” version
released at the beginning of this year still requires players
to rotate differently formatted tetrominos falling from the
top of the playing field in 90 degree increments and move

them so that they form horizontal rows at the bottom of the
screen that are as gapless as possible. Once a row is complete, it disappears. The name of the game comes from the
ancient Greek word tetra (four) and refers to the number of
squares per tetromino.

THE ABC OF STONES
In other words, in the basic vocabulary of IT terminology
there are three building blocks: Infrastructures that can
scale, i.e. hybrid cloud models at their core; reliable, fast
connectivity and security. And digitization as a whole is
the putty that holds together this kit, the ABC of stones, if
you will. The fact that one fits perfectly into the other
makes the holistic approach of digitization so important.
But exactly that, the “perfect fit”, as it were, has to be mastered. Otherwise the whole construct runs the risk of not
fulfilling its purpose if only one of the stones proves to be
unstable.
The trigger for a digital transformation is increasingly the
need to fundamentally restructure an existing business
model. Then it is a matter of consistent reorientation, if not
even the reinvention of the way companies think and act.
Furthermore, it is also about how they develop and market
products, communicate with their customers and enable
their employees to actively shape the transformation process of the company.
Bert F. Hölscher is one who does not mince his words in
the sense of truth. The Rhinelander is head of the Competence Center for Digital Transformation and Innovation
Management in Cologne and feels “professionally sometimes like an itinerent preacher who shows managers the
way to the promised land”. After years of working in Israel
and Silicon Valley, he now advises companies worldwide
on digital performance and has identified a problem child
in international comparison with the USA and the Far East:
his own compatriots. Hölscher is “deeply convinced that
Germany can only maintain its international competitiveness if digitization is now driven forward with the necessary seriousness”. However, the managers among them
had long since lost “innovation and creative spirit as a virtue, possibly because the change in thinking and acting
sometimes instills more fear than vision in us Germans”.

NO TIME FOR BLAND DIET
This is a problem with which companies in this country are
not alone. According to a worldwide Digital Performance
Index, which is based on a study of 343 leading companies
from eight industries, in 2018 only six percent of companies
managed to improve their financial performance as a result
of their digital investments or even convert it into new
growth. Unlike these digital high performers, most large
companies rely on digital technologies that are changing
their industries too. However, the vast majority by far do not
yet achieve any added value in the company that is reflected
in the balance sheet.

The relentless analyses, with which consultants seldom
fall through the door, often begin with an appetizer. And
then to quickly become a diet that C-Level will presumably
swallow hard in many places. Bert F. Hölscher, for example, notes how “very well” many companies have understood in recent decades how to be highly efficient today
through a multitude of streamlining measures and restructuring programs. The result is a comparatively good position, especially for German companies in international
competition. However, according to the expert’s criticism,
managers have fatally shifted their efforts to managing
and maintaining this current status quo. With the risk of a
nasty awakening in the comfort zone as we move from one
quarterly report to the next.
This could quickly turn the quest for efficiency into the biggest stumbling block in digital competition for many companies. The market demands maximum flexibility in the
future, both on the product side and on the service side.
“However, efficiency and standardization are diametrically
opposed to factors such as innovation and agility, which
are so fundamentally important for digital competition,”
says Hölscher.
In fact, the much-cited digital revolution is forcing established companies to digitize their business processes,
products and services in order not to miss out on the connection to the digitized economy. But what many of them

Digitalization is changing the world and the life we live on it. It opens
doors to great opportunities and new challenges. As early as next
year, 80 percent of all value chains will be digitized. Today, companies that generate more than half of their revenues from digital ecosystems are already increasing their revenues by 32 percent and
their profit margins by 27 percent. The drivers are technological developments such as the IoT, artificial intelligence, data analytics and,
above all, constant progress in the provision of a wide variety of
cloud technologies. It is digitization that brings together and holds
together the necessary building blocks of networks, infrastructures
and security. With this in mind, T-Systems has created a unique digital partner ecosystem to relieve companies of the coordination between several service and solution providers. As a trusted and competent digital service provider that can integrate cloud, IoT, security
and networks with an agile end-2-end approach. And so digitization
takes away a lot of complexity from the customer’s point of view.

DIGITAL
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“Efficiency and standardization
are diametrically opposed to factors
such as innovation and agility, which
are so fundamentally important for
digital competition.”
BERT F. HÖLSCHER

Source: KPMG CEO Outlook 2019
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Head of the Competence Center for
Digital Transformation and Innovation Management, Cologne

THE DIGITAL DILEMMA

lack, according to a study by Bain & Company, is a holistic
digitization strategy. This would pay off in several respects.
Already today, according to the Boston-based consulting
firm, competitors in the role of digital pioneers – not to
mention start-ups – are growing about 50 percent faster
than the competition and are up to 30 percent more profitable. In addition, the costs of IT in maximally digitized companies will fall by an average of 20 percent.

Classically – and still an ideal today – developments on the
market are driven by established players. This is of course
fundamentally difficult, as today it is often necessary to
question the existing and (still) successful business model
and in the most extreme case even to cannibalize it. Whether Ford, Volkswagen or Volvo, Peugeot, Fiat or Toyota – the
global automotive industry can sing a song about it. Their
customers are still willing to spend money today. But for
the acquisition of mobility, not for their own cars. The fundamental dilemma for established companies is thus the
balancing act between securing their existence today and
the sustainability of tomorrow. Both, however, want to be
achieved in the here and now. What companies need is a
navigation system through the individual phases of the
transformation process, which leads them in a structured
way to a holistic digitization strategy.

56%
of CEOs plan to train up to
50% of their employees.

CEOs who plan to
develop the digital skills
of their employees over
the next 3 years.

44%

of CEOs plan to train more than
50% of their employees.

To gain a holistic view of the various facets of digitization
is, however, only the first stage. And at the end of it, a clear
view of all the necessary changes – and their complexity –
can quickly paralyze organizations. Instead of finding holistic solutions, ad hoc or isolated solutions are sought
for specific occasions. This makes digitization a management task in particular. According to Bain & Company, the
will to change is of little use to companies if it is not driven
consistently and by the entire management team: “In
many places, however, attempts are still being made to
make digital innovations a success using classic corporate methods,” Bain partner Michael Schertler points out.

“The speed and scale of
change require a courageous
transformation.”
THOMAS BAUMGARTNER,
Senior Partner at McKinsey

THE ATTRACTION OF ‘SMALL ESCAPES’
One thing is certain: from the unanimous point of view of
experts, seeking one’s salvation in isolated, possibly even
uncoordinated digitization projects without an overall
concept, the keyword ‘island solutions’, will not bring the
hoped-for success. “The speed and scale of change
require a courageous transformation,” says McKinsey
Senior Partner Thomas Baumgartner. “Individual pilot
projects and the establishment of start-ups or incubators can help to push change. But for long-term success,
the conversion must take place ‘at scale’.”

71%
of CEOs say their organization sees
information security as a strategic function
and a source of competitive advantage.

When it first offered cloud services more than ten years ago, the
Telekom subsidiary was a cloud pioneer. What about today?
T-Systems currently operates 65,000 live cloud systems for more
than 600 enterprise customers worldwide. According to the Digital
Economy Compass statistics, by 2020 more data will be stored and
made available via the Internet in large data centers or server farms
than on local devices for the first time. There are good reasons why
the cloud is booming: Flexibility, scalability, lower costs. And whether
companies are looking for growth or more efficiency, whether in new
business models or a traditional, often legacy-heavy environment –
the cloud is a trailblazer for both. But for this, companies need a provider that designs, transforms and operates a wide variety of cloud
solutions and deployment models. For Crisp Research consultants,
it makes a lot of sense to deal with the various offerings. It is not
easy to identify and evaluate the right public, private, hybrid and
edge architecture. In their structure, functionality, security and
pricing, the offerings differ in part fundamentally.

CLOUD &
INFRASTRUCTURE

And that’s where the next dilemma lies. Because even in a
digitization strategy that is coordinated across all areas and
hierarchies, companies will not be able to do everything at
the same time. Bain & Company will give the industry concrete advice to invest two to five percent of their turnover in
digitization. But companies also need a navigation system in
order to manage their limited resources in the right order
and the right projects.
The search for their actual business driver begins. Torn
between innovation, agility, security and reliability, companies ask themselves questions after questions. How can I
be successful in a digital market, reinventing my business
model, brand, products, services and processes? Or what
are the requirements and associated opportunities and
risks of predictive analytics, artificial intelligence IoT and
data science? How to deal with the volatility of the markets? How to combine business efficiency, continuity and
reliable services with an agile and flexible IT landscape?
Does my competitor already know more about our customers, their satisfaction and loyalty and is he tinkering with
the unique customer experience? And mind you, Speed
Dating can’t deal with all these questions. In technology
sprints there is at best the chance of a patchwork carpet.
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67%
of CEOs say that agile working is the
new currency for companies. Those who
are too slow will go bankrupt.

Source: KPMG CEO Outlook 2019
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STRUCTURED APPROACH
For consulting firms such as Bean & Company, it is essential
to include four areas in the holistic digital transformation: the
internal value creation processes, the redesign of customer
interaction and its interfaces, the possible expansion of the
product and service offering through data-based applications and the development of new business models.
In the latter case, proof-of-concepts (POC), such as those
recently carried out by Europe’s largest film and television
producer Ufa together with T-Systems (see p. 40), can provide companies with reliable answers within a very short
time. For example, the question of the extent to which the
cloud solutions used still deliver what the IT service provider promised in the hard use case. Lighting solutions
specialist Osram (see p. 28) will show you how to bring
speed to your data supply on the way to a smart factory
via Edge Cloud. In his search for speed and flexibility to
increase the efficiency of his production processes,
Hans-Joachim Schwabe, Automotive CEO of the group,
had T-Systems set up Germany’s first 5G campus network. Since then, mobile robots in driverless transport
systems have been using a highly flexible, secure network
infrastructure to transport heavy goods. With the Deutsche
Telekom subsidiary as project partner, the decision was

In Europe, 79.8 percent of people use the Internet. The figure is
69.6 percent in the Americas and 47 percent in the Asia/Pacific
region. Worldwide, every second of the 7.8 billion people is connected to the Internet. At the same time, the number of our connected devices will pass the 50 billion mark in 2020. But Everything
connectivity also needs Everything security. To protect companies
as well as private users. But can each of us manage the complexity
and interdependence of cyber security on our own? Clear answer:
No. What helps companies is a provider that really protects their
infrastructures end-to-end. From mobile devices to networks, applications and clouds to web shops. If in doubt, even your own
shadow IT. In addition to protection, the focus is on detection, reaction and identification of attack origins. And always the fastest
possible damage minimization. With Europe’s largest integrated
Cyber Defense and Security Operation Center, T-Systems creates
end-to-end Cyber Security Protection Shields. Including the same
professional standard “Made in Germany” with which the company
protects itself.

SECURITY
made in favor of the only provider of digitization services,
cloud solutions, IoT, security services based on Deutsche
Telekom’s networks. Alone – technology is not everything.
The extent to which IT service providers understand the
vertical requirements and the operation of their mission-critical business applications is a decisive factor in
the choice of provider. Here, too, it is a matter of ordering
your “own house” in good time.

bestpractice@t-systems.com
www.t-systems.com/de/en

Anorectics for
Hackers
It is still mostly the “good” hackers who use networked cars as targets for cyber
attacks. Not infrequently, the automotive industry even uses them to develop security
solutions for mobile software with a network connection. One example is a crossindustry partnership between T-Systems and Argus Cyber Security.

Roger Homrich

W

hether at Volkswagen or Toyota, Volvo
or Peugeot – vehicles that roll off the
manufacturers’ production lines today
have around 100 million lines of programming code, seven times as much
as a Boeing 787. So the car is a moving computer – and
just like a computer, it can be hacked. Autonomous cars
will offer a lot of potential for attacks. They could become
fat prey for hackers. Because the networked car is a real
data oasis for them. On average, we spend more than
four years of our lives in a car. And during this time we are
increasingly using it as an exchange platform for data –
consciously or unconsciously. Even the current models
are constantly exchanging information with the outside
world. If attackers succeed in manipulating this data traffic or changing software, it becomes dangerous.

STEERING WITH THE ACCELERATOR PEDAL
Stefan Nürnberger, computer scientist and IT security
expert at the Helmholtz Center for Information Security
(CISPA) in Saarbrücken, has already hacked many cars.
Searching for gaps in their IT infrastructure, the white-hat
hacker often succeeds in attacking via faulty radio connections. If, for example, Bluetooth is not programmed
correctly, malware can be smuggled in via a smartphone
and the software in the car can be manipulated. At the simulator it can also become dangerous if the driver steers the
car with the accelerator pedal after an intervention in the
electronics.
Horror messages from hacked cars are still rare and “good”
hackers usually reveal the weak points on behalf of car
manufacturers or out of pure curiosity. The hacker, who
calls himself L&M, demonstrated to the US tech magazine
Motherboard at the end of April this year that he had broken into about 27,000 user accounts of two GPS tracker
apps. This would not only have allowed him to determine
the current position of the vehicles. Regarding some of the

cars, it would even have been possible to switch off the
engine remotely while driving up to a speed of 12 mph.

GOVWARE FOR CARS
Also for police and secret services the car seems to be a
rich source for search and reconnaissance. The Central
Office for Information Technology in the Security Sector
(ZITiS), for example, wants to gain access to the car and
use govware for this purpose. In March 2019, at the request of a member of the German Bundestag, the Ministry
of the Interior replied: “The development of forensic investigation capabilities for connected cars and the provision
of corresponding capacities are included in the fulfilment
of ZITiS’ tasks”.
In any case, car manufacturers and suppliers are upgrading their IT security systems. Continental, for example.
One of the world’s largest automotive suppliers is now
pre-integrating security solutions from Israeli security pioneer Argus Cyber Security into the networked electronic
components in automobiles. Argus has been part of the
Continental subsidiary Elektrobit (EB) since 2017. Its embedded software solutions are already installed in more
than a billion vehicles worldwide.
Together, EB and Argus offer multi-layered, end-to-end
cyber security solutions and services to protect networked
vehicles from cyber attacks. With solutions to protect individual electronic control units (ECUs) or the vehicle network. In addition, they enable mobile software updates with
an over-the-air solution. T-Systems and Argus are pooling
their security know-how in an industry-wide partnership.
They are setting up an Automotive Security Operation
Center to complement Argus’ in-car security solutions and
protect networked cars from cyber attacks in real time.

Photo: Continental AG
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Connected Car

Maximum frustration
for hackers

Yoni Heilbronn, Vice President Marketing at Argus,
on weaknesses in the car and the fight against car hackers.
The protection of networked cars is complex because, in addition to
the software in the car, networking offers further points of attack.
This is how the car develops into a mobile data center. What is Argus’
defense strategy?
Nobody in the security market offers THE magic bullet to get all risks
under control. IT security for the car will always remain a challenge,
as there will be no 100 percent security against cyber attacks in the
future. We can only try to get as close as possible to this optimum. To
do this, we have to look at the vehicle at different levels, for example
the software of the control elements or the networking of terminal
devices with the vehicle via Bluetooth or, in future, the entire car via
5G. We have to make each of these levels as safe as possible. If a
hacker then attempts an attack, we make life so difficult for him that
he hopefully gives up his attack. So we have to frustrate him as much
as possible.
What are the solutions for each level?
Our multi-layered approach corresponds to an end-to-end offering
for automotive cyber security, ranging from the development of new
products to ongoing monitoring and the ability to fix vulnerabilities
through over-the-air updates. It starts with the ECUs and software in
the car. The software should not contain errors that could be exploited
by attackers. This is not self-evident. Software contains an average of
seven errors per 1,000 lines of code. Today we have up to 150 million
lines of code in one vehicle. So a car leaves the factory with thousands
of known errors. And there are experts who say that there are another
50,000 unknown errors. Of course, not all of them open the doors to
the vehicle for hackers. But we have to be able to develop error-free
software.
But software of individual control elements in a car does not work
independently of each other.
It gets even more complicated because the controls and software
come from several suppliers. It all comes together in one car. That’s
why we also have to protect the router as a gateway within the vehicle

network. It integrates our safety functions and provides basic vehicle
diagnostics and over-the-air software updates to monitor the vehicle’s
cyber-health and perform immediate necessary updates. There is an
in-vehicle server for server-based architectures in the vehicle. This is
a high-performance computer that acts as a network manager and
communication interface.
What makes it so difficult to protect networked cars?
Everything that is networked has some interface to the Internet and
can be attacked from outside. That was not the case until now. Although the car has been a rolling server for many years, it had no
door to the outside world. So anyone who wanted to manipulate had
to get directly into the car. But what was possible, for example with
rental vehicles.
Two examples: Older cars transmit the tire pressure via a Bluetooth
interface. This interface can be used to install malicious code. Viruses can also be smuggled in via USB ports and CD drives. Hackers,
however, are usually located somewhere in the world. The car was
therefore not an attractive target for them. Now every car is somehow
networked: via a passenger smartphone, the navigation system or, in
Europe, the eCall. Now malware can be sent into the car. The art now
is to not only harden software in the car against attacks. Rather, attacks must be detected in real time so that we can react to them. This
is exactly what we do with Automotive SOC and Security Information
and Event Management (SIEM): real-time analysis. We can then initiate countermeasures, for example with software updates. Car manufacturers and fleet operators can then import this update into any
vehicle on a mobile basis.

Michael.Jochum@t-systems.com
www.t-systems.com/telekom/auto-soc
www.t-systems.com/white-paper/auto-soc

„Partners make
us stronger“
KUO CIO Adrián Ramírez and T-Systems Key Account Executive, Maricarmen
Torres, on innovation, synergy and the passion of creating value together.
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Mr. Ramírez, in KUO’s latest annual report, your CEO announced:
“The talent of the organization should support our operations in
future years”. To what extent does this expectation challenge the
company’s IT?
As I often say to my team, it’s very important that we are always right
behind the business. KUO is a very versatile and broad company, so we
need deep, diverse knowledge. It’s about having real insights into the
industries we work in and all the processes involved – just to be sure
that we can create as much synergy as possible. The IT team needs to
understand both the similarities and the differences between the companies within the group. And we need to be strategically aligned and
able to respond to the requirements of every single business unit. We
can only deliver the best possible solutions, if we have the right knowledge, understanding and people.
What’s more, I am a firm believer in shaping up for the future. This
means ensuring that our team has the training and skills they will need
to support, and in some ways, drive the business. So we don’t just focus
on the technical side of training our talent but also on more strategic
and innovative topics. That is how we want to support them to be the
future leaders of the company. In installing the mindset of innovation in
every single position of the IT-team.

Of course, there are differences, for example for tax and accounting,
but in general, we strive to deliver the same experience for our users
across all our industries and territories. We’ve developed a core operational model, so if someone switches to a different part of the business,
they still use the same IT and recognize the processes. For instance,
if an employee changes over from our transmission division to work in

The Digital Transformation of the Mexican KUO
conglomerate are the daily topics of conversation
for CIO Adrián Ramírez and T-Systems Key Account
Executive Maricarmen Torres.

Photo: Oliver Krato

KUO is expanding its business around the world. What role does ICT
play in this success story?
When the company decided to expand outside of Mexico, one of our
most creative challenges was to develop a roadmap and provide infrastructure and services that would apply globally. Whether an employee
logs in from China, the US, Spain or Mexico, we wanted to ensure
harmonized processes and a consistent user experience. To this end,
much of our work involves process definition and configuration, particularly in our SAP landscape, since these are our core applications
in which we run all our businesses. We developed a configuration
template that can be rolled out across several countries.
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FACTS & FIGURES
Grupo KUO is a leading industrial conglomerate
in Mexico, with annual sales amounting approxi 
mately USD $1.8 billion as of December 31st, 2018.
The company exports to around 70 countries across
every continent and employs approximately 23,000
people. Its current business portfolio includes three
sectors: Consumer, Chemical and Automotive.

Vita
KUO-CIO Adrián Ramírez holds an Information
Technology Engineering degree from La Salle
University and is a member of the Singularity
Chapter Mexico after his participation on the
Singularity University Executive Program in 2017.
Mr. Ramírez has more than 30 years of experience
on IT and did join Grupo KUO in 1989 in a part-time
scholarship program and continued in different
positions. In 2004, he took the position of CIO and
in 2014 the position of CIO & Shared Services.
He was named CIO of the Year 2010 by Information
Week Mexico.

our pork division, the experience in IT-services and using the applications is pretty much the same. At the end of the day it’s IT that gives
you the chance to work in really all areas of the company. And that’s
why IT at KUO sparks a special passion. Of course the processes are
different whether you are part of a perishable food supply chain or
being in charge for automotive supply but on the IT side, it’s the same
work. That way, you can deliver much faster and share knowledge
and create a similar experience for everyone too.
When KUO embarked on its digital transformation in 2016, what
was your initial motivation for partnering with T-Systems, in
particular with regard to your transition from a traditional approach
to a cloud model?
After our initial analysis and creating a digital agenda for the group, we
soon realized that transferring operations to the cloud would be a major
and valuable part of our journey. Thinking about the future of the company and where we’re headed, we wanted a more flexible approach. We
sometimes need to ramp up capacity from zero to 10 in a short space of
time, and scale back down again quickly. So we wanted to define a
strong cloud architecture that supported this level of flexibility, as well
as pay-per-use pricing and the inbuilt security we’d expect.
Another key decision factor was service levels. We needed a partner
that really understands the differences and implications of having varied service levels. So not just saying ‘we offer 99.99 percent availability’ but really understanding what this means and how to deliver it in
practice. We also wanted a flexible financial model that offered payper-use and excellent scalability. Once we had selected three finalists,
we started to look at other factors, too. For instance, it was important to
have a partner that really understood the meaning of mission-critical
operations. In the end, this was the main differentiator: T-Systems
didn’t just deliver a solution, but really grasped the importance of
running business-critical applications.
So once we had opted to partner with T-Systems, we began to work
strategically on our innovation and digital transformation agenda. This
involved a three-day workshop for senior executives where we explored
industry trends and held conversations about the modern workplace
and how it is changing. We also focused on how digital transformation
generates business value and how we can harness this value for our
company. Throughout the entire process, cyber security was one of our
top priorities. We needed to train our executives to ensure they can protect our crown jewels in terms of our valuable business assets.
What’s been your experience of running services on a central
technology platform (DSI) for your SAP and non-SAP applications
over the last two or three years? How has security been affected?
First of all, I can confirm that we definitely made the right decision
in moving all our operations to a T-Systems cloud. Not only does
T-Systems have the necessary experience to host both our SAP
and non-SAP environments, but the provider also offers expertise
in operations, processes and SAP basis. That is a significant benefit
for us.
One of the primary concerns for our senior executives was security.
Previously, we’d run everything from our data centers, so we had
more direct control. When you move to a multi-cloud environment, the

“We definitely made
the right decision in
moving all our operations
to a T-Systems cloud.”
ADRIÁN RAMIREZ,
CIO, KUO
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Market Observer. For KUO-CIO Adrián Ramírez,
here in the group’s art collection, innovation is a
lever “that helps us stay on top”.

security threats multiply too. As everything can be impacted by a
cyber security attack. But we have discovered a whole new level of
security since teaming up with T-Systems – our landscape is much
better protected than before, putting paid to any concerns our senior
management may have had.
How far has KUO’s digital transformation progressed? What’s coming
up next?
We’ve been working through our digital agenda since May 2018. And
we’ve realized that T-Systems has a lot to offer and can contribute to
our success stories. It’s a global company with knowledge, capabilities and experience in a wide range of industries and technologies.
For example, we’re exploring the Internet of Things (IoT), Industry 5.0,
new ways to manage inventory and 3D printing, and discussing how
these new technologies can help us solve new challenges today and
tomorrow. As we enter a new generation of business, we need to
respond with new solutions and innovations that will help us stay
ahead.
When it comes to PLC at your production plants, what role do
predictive technologies and IoT play in your processes with regard
to the reliability of your infrastructures?
Over the last few years, we’ve been introducing applications that aid
decision making and data harvesting. We now need to find ways of
turning this information into insight. We have access to the data, but
we are only just beginning to explore its true potential and value for
the business.
Traceability, for instance, is becoming a hot topic in many of our industries – automotive, chemicals, and food for example. Developments like
this put pressure on IT and present challenges. But as new technologies and solutions become available, we can leverage them to respond
to trends and generate value. And this is where we need the input and
expertise of our partners. Our IT team of 70 colleagues may be relatively
small. But our partnerships make us stronger.

Founded in 1978, KUO is already one of Mexico’s most important
industrial groups.

What do you expect from an IT provider in terms of supporting you as
the company changes and evolves?
Since we work across so many industries, countries and cultures, our
partners needs to be aware of and respect the differences across our
business units. We need a provider that can really listen and try and
understand our needs and our remarkable diversity, one that really
wants to learn about our business. We can’t possibly know and understand all the solutions available so we rely on T-Systems for support.
They’re the experts in their business but we’re the experts in ours.
Together, we can create synergies and dedicated measurable value.

Elizabeth.Peniche@t-systems.com
www.kuo.com.mx
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www.t-systems.com/mx/es (Spanish)

Adieu Corporate
Networks?
Digitalization requires a – sometimes radical – rethinking of IT security.
Is perimeter security still up-to-date for the protection of internal
resources? The exploding number of smart devices and the cloud are
raising doubts.
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a few years ago, there was a great fear of integrating
mobile employees and granting them access to the
intranet. How could the risks be managed when
hundreds of different smartphones, laptops or pads
access data and applications in the highly secured
infrastructure? IT security protects the corporate network
against attacks with all means at its disposal and its own
employees open the door to hackers with their mobile devices. For most IT managers, Bring-your-own-device was a
“red rag” alongside the cloud. Today, mobile working and
cloud computing are standard.
Is it still possible to maintain the old defense concept? The
perimeter security model worked well as long as all employees worked exclusively in a company’s buildings and
everything on the road was left out. However, with the advent
of a mobile workforce, the increase in the variety of devices
used, and the increasing use of cloud-based services, additional targets have emerged. “The changing environment
requires consideration of existing security concepts. The
previous tactic of building a corporate network that is defended like a castle with ditches, walls and drawbridges is
no longer working properly,” says Thomas Tschersich, Head
of Internal Security & Cyber Defense at Deutsche Telekom.

OUTSIDE YOUR OWN FOUR WALLS
What’s changed? So far, companies have operated IT within their corporate network – whether in their own data
centers or in those of IT service providers. Everything took
place at home, within one’s own four walls. Anyone who
wanted to enter through the door was checked, required a
visa or was registered as a resident and received a permanent or temporary residence permit, for example for a specific project. Those who could not show a valid passport
were not allowed through by the firewalls. But this is be-

coming less and less effective. Because clever attackers
try to find loopholes in the corporate network and then –
often undiscovered – go about their mischief. “The cost of
making such a closed network secure has risen enormously
in recent years. On their own, companies can no longer
cope with this because the number and intelligence of attackers has increased exponentially,” says Tschersich. And
the security expert provocatively puts one on top: “You have
to ask yourself whether a corporate network is still up-todate from a security point of view”.
Scream. Doesn’t a corporate network stand for security?
That’s not entirely wrong, says Tschersich, but companies
must face up to the fact that IT no longer has anything to
do with what IT stood for ten years ago: operating proprietary software in their own data center that only their own
employees were allowed to access. “Today, more and
more companies are using standard software in the cloud.
However, public cloud offerings cannot be operated in
their own corporate network. The software is stored somewhere with the data at a provider. Far outside your own
castle,” says Tschersich. Employees who use this software
automatically leave the corporate network. Either it goes
from the office into the cloud or from the outside with the
smartphone via a door into the network and at another
point again from the inside through another door out of the
network. “Why shouldn’t we put the protection on the end
device? Then we’ll save all the effort for the corporate network,” asks Tschersich.

IOT IS CHANGING SECURITY CONCEPTS
It is not only the classic mobile devices and the cloud that
are turning the previous model of the corporate network upside down. The soaring number of networked devices in the
Internet of Things will require new security approaches.
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Even the networked car. They all send data to the intranet
and the cloud. They have to get in and out of the network
first. The cost of shielding the corporate network will continue to rise as a result.
Edge computing also sparks new challenges, shifting the
analysis of data to the edge of the network or even to the
outside. And that complicates things. A single smart device
can create an encrypted VPN connection to the corporate
network. For more complex systems, however, companies
must use and manage specialized routers, routing switches, integrated access devices, multiplexers and SD-WAN
solutions. The complexity of one’s own network increases
enormously.
So how can a company continue to ensure protection
when the boundaries between the private and business
networks have shifted? Are there alternatives? “There are,”
says the head of internal telecom security. “End devices
can be protected with security software”. Which apparently not everyone knows, because according to a survey by
IDC, inadequately or inadequately secured end devices
are among the top security risks in companies in Germany.
“Those responsible for security still have a lot to do here.
But there are solutions on the market. And of course it is
important to actively manage the end devices. This includes installing updates centrally or preventing Shadow
IT in the form of apps. But this is not new, it simply has to be
implemented consistently,” says Tschersich.

AT GOOGLE ONLY THE DEVICE COUNTS
Google is a prominent example of a farewell to the corporate network. Access to internal IT depends solely on the
credentials of the device and the user. A user’s network
location is less important – whether it’s a corporate location,
a home network, a hotel or a café. All access to corporate
resources is fully authenticated, authorized and encrypted
based on device status and user data.

Illustration: freepik.com

For many companies, the bill of securing their corporate
network like a castle with ditches, walls and drawbridges
no longer works.

Google uses the concept of the Managed Device. The company procures and actively manages each device. Only
these devices can access enterprise applications. A device
tracking and procurement process that revolves around a
device inventory database is a cornerstone of this model. All
managed devices must be uniquely identified. They refer to
a record in the Device Inventory Database. One way of
unique identification is a device-specific certificate. To obtain a certificate, a device must be present and certified in
the database. The certificates are stored in a certificate
store. After installation, the certificate is used in all communications with enterprise services.
“The Google model has a further advantage for the security
departments,” explains Tschersich and knows from his own
experience what he is talking about. “We security departments are going to get a little far out of our prohibitive role
and instead play an active role in digitization.”

Thomas.Tschersich@telekom.de
www.t-systems.com/solutions/security
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Principle of
success: Filling
– and securing
Soon the Upper Palatinate beverage line
manufacturer Krones could expand its global
reputation even further and also act as an
important player for industrial 4.0 security.
Digital transformation in its purest form.

rones fills them all” – was the recent headline
of “Wirtschaftswoche” about a company without which literally not much would happen in
the international beverage business. Whether
in Sydney, Stockholm or San Francisco,
whether beer or limo: every fourth beverage bottle in the
world is filled, labelled and packaged on a Krones line – in
Europe even every second. And it may soon be possible to
add another chapter to the success story of the world market leader for bottling lines. Then it could well be that the
company from Neutraubling near Regensburg, which has
been listed on the stock exchange since 1984, not only
“fills them all”, but also “secures them all”. For Krones is
currently expanding its portfolio by a very contemporary
area and is preparing to play a notable role in the field of
industrial 4.0 and IoT safety as well.
The new aspect in the company, which started out with labelling machines in 1951, stems from the fact that Krones’
products cover the entire filling and packaging process, as
well as the process technology and material flow in the
manufacturing plant, and also integrate the corresponding
IT systems. In addition, the Upper Palatinate-based company is implementing factory planning projects for the beverage industry and even has its own process for recycling
PET bottles, so that they can be reused as thermoplastics
in the beverage and liquid food sectors. “And just as our
clients are confident that our machines are fail-safe and
thus reliable in operation, they must of course be able to be
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confident that the IT systems increasingly integrated into
them are just as secure,” explains Dr. Thomas Nowey,
Corporate Information Security Officer (CISO) and Group
Privacy Officer at Krones AG – and not just that. Nowey’s
position is suspended in the Syskron. A Krones AG brand
that specializes in the digitization of production and communication processes and the optimization of your value
chain. This explicitly demonstrates the importance that
Krones AG attaches to the subject of security, in addition
to an Industrial Internet of Things platform or intralogistics, for example. At Krones, for example, the ISO 27001
certification, acquired in 2014 and consistently maintained
ever since, contributes to IT security.
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FUTURE SECURITY
Nowey and his employees have a wide range of tasks to
perform. This ranges from customers who have questions
about how they can safely integrate their machines built in
1995 into an industrial 4.0 concept to beverage and liquid
food manufacturers who specifically request a two-day
security workshop under Syskron’s direction. “It is no
longer just a question of how quickly we can fill bottles, as
it used to be. Rather, our customers want to find out here
how they can secure information flows in future or how
they can securely combine different components with one
another,” says the Krones CISO.
In addition, of course, Syskron not only has external customers, but also internal experts are in great demand. After all,

unlike office IT, the so-called Operational Technology (OT),
i.e. the information technology that works on the machine
level in the factory hall, is traditionally very compartmentalized. “Digitization has radically changed this. And serious
changes always raise questions among employees, which
is normal,” says Andreas Reisser, Head of Processes, Governance and Security at Krones AG. This ranges from profane educational work on the fact that the existing USB
port of the networked machine cannot be used to charge
the private smartphone, to the major issues of detecting
anomalies through controlled attacks. “In contrast to IT,
openness and networking in OT is a relatively new aspect.
There is a lack of experience here and we support it. The
human being is our greatest lever and is at the centre of
our actions”, says Reisser.

Krones AG generates
80 percent of its sales
outside Germany. One of
its assets: almost 6,000
registered patents and
utility models.

SECURITY TOLERANCE ZERO PER MILLE
But at a time when even novices have installed a virus
scanner among private Internet users and are aware of
the importance of regular Windows updates, is industrial
security in industry 4.0 a piece of art? Apparently, and this
is in the nature of things, as Nowey and Reisser know how
to explain. No matter whether Krones machines fill milk or
water, up to 120,000 cans of soft drinks (per hour) or up to
72,000 bottles of beer in the same time – the tolerance
range for food safety is far below the per mille limit. However, according to the experts, safety in industry 4.0 only
knows a few standards. “Of course, you can’t expect class
X safety shoes to offer safety level Y, as you would in occupational safety, but efforts by everyone involved in this direction would be highly desirable for us,” they say.
For example, in the form of IoT minimum requirements, in
which certain capabilities of an industry 4.0 component are
demonstrated after a test. Furthermore, in a partnership-
based approach, corresponding processes at manufacturers and system integrators, such as regular inspections.
“For quite a few component manufacturers, security functions such as an encrypted connection are still a mystery
even today,” says Thomas Nowey. Or programmable logic
controllers (PLCs) that control and regulate machines or
systems on a digital basis: “Here, too, there are often no
recommendations for the safe operation of the components in the factory,” says Nowey, explaining the security
commitment that is more than meaningfully bundled
throughout the Syskron Group.

MACHINE RUNNING TIME 24/7
Ultimately, however, not only is there a lack of experience
in industry 4.0 security, but the work is also made more
difficult by the fact that OT – to put it casually – never gives
up. “For us, but also for our customers, the question of how
OT security affects operational efficiency is of course always important,” says Thomas Nowey. This means that
every machine downtime costs cash. Whereas in the past
it was just a matter of installing a new coupling or servicing the machine, nowadays information technology can
also ensure that downtimes occur. That’s why Krones is
researching, for example, a way of applying necessary
patches in an abstraction layer in the background, so that
production can continue. After all, in many places in the
global beverage industry, Krones customers calculate
their machine running times in principle 24/7.
All in all, Thomas Nowey, Andreas Reisser and their colleagues have plenty of work ahead of them for the years to
come. Here, the example of the in-house company, which
also develops safety concepts and solutions for external
customers, could set a precedent in the industry as a blueprint across all sectors. But this also includes the fact that
the Krones Group with its more than 100 locations worldwide enters into partnerships as a matter of course, for
example with T-Systems. “What is available on the market

Safety as a means of survival. Andreas Reisser, Krones’ Head of Processes,
Governance and Security and Dr. Thomas Nowey (right), Chief Information Security
Officer of the Group.

“For quite a few component
manufacturers, security
functions such as an encrypted
connection are still a mystery
even today.”
DR. THOMAS NOWEY,
CISO Krones AG

120.000
beverage cans can be filled with Krones
machines per hour.
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for security solutions? How do we best integrate them into
our production processes? T-Systems is a great help to us
in these matters, because together we are turning a big
wheel,” says Thomas Nowey.

IOT SERVICES AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON
One result of this very partnership-based cooperation
can be something like Deutsche Telekom’s IoT Service
Button, a retrofit solution for logistics, production facilities, workshops, construction sites or hospitals on the
Internet of Things (IoT). At the push of a button, the button orders spare parts, has full containers picked up or
reports technical malfunctions. Krones AG has been using the digital button successfully in logistics since 2018,
and has equipped 28 collection points with the IoT Service Button. Once the spare part has been produced for
the customer, the small IoT device sends a message to
the secure cloud of things, Telekom’s IoT platform, at the
touch of a button. It then automatically notifies the logistics department to pick up the machine part by SMS or
e-mail. Krones uses the IoT Service Button to send up to
100 different messages to the logistics department. This
accelerates logistics in the supply chain: Waiting and idle
times between different stages of the value chain are reduced to a minimum. “If someone comes and has a good
idea, we are always open to it,” safety expert Nowey assesses the IoT button for his company.

The result of all our efforts, whether alone or with partners,
is the “Security by Design” principle, to which Krones AG
has also committed itself. “Quite a few of our more than
16,000 employees also bear direct or indirect responsibility
for the production systems. In this sense, we want to give
them guidelines for these industrial 4.0 systems, so that
they are well armed against all risks,” says Nowey in response to the question of his company’s security strategy.
Krones AG is on the right track here. Champion in bottling,
and soon also champion in securing.

Ralph.Trinter@t-systems.com
www.krones.com/en

Each machine is adapted to the individual specifications of
the beverage packaging of different customers.
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Whether for milk, soft drinks or beer – Krones machines run 24/7 around the clock
in the global beverage industry.

CIO of Prinzhorn, Manfred Ofner.
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“Growth is
essential”
COPY

Manfred Ofner, CIO of packaging
specialist Prinzhorn, talks to
T-Systems Account Ececutive
Christian Litschauer about the care of
a security operations center, the ideal
product life cycle as a perpetuum
mobile and grab bags as a
companion for strategic growth.

Thomas van Zütphen

Mr. Ofner, Cloud solutions, SD-WAN and Cyber Security Services –
why have you outsourced almost your entire ICT operations? And
why T-Systems?
Because we are paving the way for the company’s further growth.
That’s why management and shareholders decided six years ago to
harmonize our IT landscape in all our locations. In our case, we’re talking about 15 countries, so it makes sense to look for a service provider
that can deliver in all these countries.
With the growth that you mentioned, Prinzhorn is pursuing the
strategic goal of achieving 100 percent growth by 2030. What does
this mean for your IT?
In our European competitive situation, growth is essential. The doubling in the sense of 100 percent refers to sales by 2030, i.e. between
five and ten points plus per year. This is clearly above average and
underscores our market presence. The challenge for IT, in addition to
the keyword ‘harmonization’ I just mentioned, is to integrate almost
permanently new companies that are to be built or purchased by
2030. So we have a Green Field project every one or two years and at
the same time we buy from the market if possible. This growth on two
levels practically leads to a constant integration challenge for our IT.
Because at Brown Field you sometimes open a grab bag.
Exactly. Never before have we acquired a complete IT landscape that
could have been seamlessly integrated into our infrastructure. This
required a dedicated transition every time.
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Governance has a key function for Prinzhorn, not least in such
transitions. Why?
As we are internationally active in 14 languages, the introduction of IT
systems and the harmonized IT infrastructure and subsequent support
is a major challenge. Synergies from identical landscapes can only
help. However, this requires a correspondingly high level of process
governance in order to be able to ensure that, on the one hand, we are
quick during implementation and, on the other hand, can actually provide good support. This is a task that logically encounters not only linguistic but also cultural challenges. In the background, it is also about
transparency for us in our Group IT. That is why governance is a major
issue for us, and one that we pay great attention to.

Who or what specifically provides you with this transparency?
At this point we are still in development and far from finished. Together
with T-Systems, we have introduced the first tools with access to the
central control and monitoring tools. This is transparency that we also
pass on to the plants. This means that questions such as “What’s currently going on in my network? – What is currently troublesome or not
running as well” can be answered quickly. This is the only way you can
coordinate and initiate countermeasures if necessary. In essence, it’s
always about optimization possibilities and – not to forget – the topic
of security. Here, too, we have taken measures in order to be able to
offer a better degree of security.

At the moment you are in the phase of confidence-building measures.
Exactly. It has to run reliably. This is an evolutionary, step-by-step process, which we will of course refine further. It is the case that new
insights emerge with monitoring. Unfortunately, security threats are
very creative and of increasing diversity. Everyone must continue to
grow and learn together: the system, the service, us as the customer
and T-Systems as our partner.

Know-how is a good keyword and leads us to a completely different
topic: What are the advantages of reorganizing your group-wide
WAN landscape?
There are actually two reasons why we went in the direction of an
intelligent SD-WAN. On the one hand, it is a fact that data traffic on our
What does that mean in concrete terms? With which solutions do
WAN lines has increased linearly. In this respect, it is in line with the
you try to achieve this higher level?
usual trend of digitization to require
For example, by bringing T-Systems’
more and more bandwidth. Because
Security Operations Center (SOC)
we used to have a very centrally built
on board. This is a step that we
network and the locations had no
expect to bring more transparency
Internet access of their own, but had
back. For example, when it comes
to go centrally via the IT center, even the
to possible viruses, malware, spam
normal Internet load logically leads to a
mails and the like. We actually exper
corresponding increase in bandwidth
ience such events on a daily basis
requirements. At the end of the day, the
and must then be able to get rid of
demand for throughput and speed is
them as quickly as possible. In this
constantly increasing, the IT systems
respect, the operational SOC we
tend to be too slow, no matter how fast
have been using since the fall of last
MANFRED OFNER,
the bandwidth is expanded.
year is a weapon we want to use to
CIO, Prinzhorn
become more resistant to attacks
SD-WAN technology gives us the opportunity to combine two things.
throughout the Group. So today we see relatively quickly if there is a
On the one hand, to enable local Internet breakout and still remain on
security threat. At the same time, we are constantly working with
the safe side in terms of security. And, of course, using Internet access
T-Systems on new use cases, which we process and refine in order to
instead of MPLS access for bandwidth expansion at the same time
be able to cover new threat scenarios.
leads directly to savings. Our calculation is quite simply as follows:
Cost reduction plus faster response time equals win-win. The first
What does ‘quickly’ mean?
attempts – the transition is still ongoing – already seem to confirm
It is fast if, for example, the monitoring systems report a virus attack
this. The proof-of-concept will follow as soon as we have converted all
to the SOC and automatically generate information for our security
outstations and plants to SD-WAN technology.
units from there. We are talking about minutes. The employees analyze the events and can react promptly. In the end, of course, it is
Cloud computing is another classic pillar of digitization. What is
always a person who has to take an action or measure. But accordPrinzhorn’s strategy?
ing to our previous experience, both the recognition and the initiaFor us, the private cloud is a familiar environment in which we can travel
tion of a measure takes place promptly.
safely and on which we will continue to build in the near future. I don’t
see any need to deviate radically from this at the moment. The fact is,
Should the system not be able to automatically initiate necessary
however, that there are more and more occasions or needs but also
processes in order to keep damage as low as possible, or to ward
opportunities to use non-private cloud solutions. If these seem safe to
off attacks before they cause any damage at all?
us, we use them, have some solutions already in the implementation
We don’t have that level yet. But I have to say: We don’t want that yet. I
phase and run them parallel to our private cloud. I see this as a growth
first need confidence in the software and the control options. That still
area for the next few years.
has to grow before a system comes up with the idea, “I take a plant
with a paper machine offline because a virus attack is reported there,”
and then the whole thing turns out to be a false alarm. It’s okay in the
first step for the system to point out and actively alert you: ‘We have a
problem here’ and then take action. So it’s up to us to react quickly.
However, I expect this process to be automated in the long term with
countermeasures that always run the same way.
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“The operational SOC
is a weapon we want to
use to become more
resistant to attacks
throughout the Group.”
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Prinzhorn

Christian Litschauer, Key Account Manager, T-Systems Austria,
advises Prinzhorn-CIO Manfred Ofner on the testing of various
cloud deployment models.

If you take another look into the future, what would be the next big
thing in the IT context with regard to innovative competitive
packaging solutions?
That’s difficult to answer. But there is one general thing I am convinced
of. The digitization share of the products will increase. That applies to
everyone and it also applies to the packaging industry. This means
that digitization will not only become more and more important in production, but will sooner or later also be incorporated into the product.
Could this, for example, concern the return of packaging products,
i.e. equipping them with sensors? After all, your products already
have a value in terms of raw materials and sustainable use.
The Prinzhorn Group with its three divisions is working intensively on
the issue of increased internal value creation. We are starting with
recycling. There we collect waste paper and waste cardboard to produce new raw materials. These are then processed into new corrugated base paper in the first step and then into corrugated packaging
in the second step. A growing proportion of these are later returned to
the container, the contents of which we recycle again, and the process starts all over again. Ideally a product life cycle as perpetuum
mobile, if you like. If new technologies show that they can help us, we
will use them. There is no question about that. For reasons of sustainability as well as for our customers and their customers.

Christian.Litschauer3@t-systems.com
www.prinzhorn-holding.com
www.t-systems.com/video/prinzhorn

Gossamer
and Luminous
The production of the future runs in
the smart factory. The high-tech
company Osram is gradually breathing
more intelligence into its plants.
With AI, data analytics, autonomous
robots – and a 5G campus network.
COPY
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“

etis” bends carefully around the corner. For
months now, the small transport robot has
been making its daily bread of finding the
right shelf, picking up two 50 lb coils there
and literally routinely transporting them –
because it knows the route – to the neighbouring hall.
“Detis” correctly stands for DTS, a small robot, not even
waist-high. In the shape of a Driverless Transport System
it’s being tested at the Osram plant in Schwabmünchen.
The bobbins, which “Detis” almost gently places at its
destination for further processing, are wrapped with the
finest tungsten. Unlike its small transporter, the refractory
metal has been practically at home at Osram for more
than 100 years. This is because it is the chemical element
with the highest melting and boiling points and is used
worldwide in the filaments of lamps.
At present, “Detis” at Osram is literally still in its probationary
period. Its use is being tested in Germany’s first dual slice
campus network, which combines a public and a private
network to form a common infrastructure.

At its plant in Schwabmünchen, the high-tech company Osram
manufactures preliminary products for intelligent lighting solutions.
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FACTS & FIGURES
Osram headquartered in Munich, Germany, is a world-leading high-tech company with over 113 years of history. Today’s predominantly

Photo: Oliver Krato

semiconductor-based products enable a wide range of applications from virtual reality to autonomous driving and from smartphones
to networked, intelligent lighting solutions in buildings and cities. The company uses the virtually infinite possibilities of visible and
invisible light to improve the lives of people and societies. With innovations from Osram, we will not only see better in the future, but
also communicate better, move around, work and live. At the end of fiscal 2018 (ended September 30), Osram had around 26,200
employees worldwide and generated sales of more than 3.8 billion euros from continuing operations in this fiscal year.

The campus network is still based on LTE, the fourth-generation mobile communications standard. With LTE, transmission speeds of up to 300 Mbit per second can be
achieved, but the latencies are too high for real-time applications at around 30 milliseconds. This will change when
the Osram network, which has been built together with
partners Fraunhofer and Deutsche Telekom, works with
the new 5G standard. The latency time will then drop to a
single millisecond that is no longer perceptible.

MACHINES AND PROCESSES IN REAL TIME
“We need the 5G network”, the industry vehemently demanded at the Hannover Messe 2019. Gartner said in a first,
not yet representative panel that two-thirds of the companies are already in the starting blocks and plan to deploy the
fifth generation of mobile communication as early as next
year. For them, 5G is the key to implementing industry 4.0
concepts that pave the way to the smart factory. Driverless
transport systems, mobile tools, robots and the interaction
of man and machine via AR and VR applications can only be
implemented with high-performance radio technology. In
Germany alone, digitization in the year 2025 could enable
an additional added value of around 85 billion Euros – provided there is a fast and comprehensive 5G rollout by then.
For Stefan Fritz, too, “connectivity is THE topic of the intelligent factory”. Osram’s Vice President Digital Factory is
therefore relieved that the three-month frequency auction
for 5G is over. “Finally, the expansion of the network can
begin. It’s almost embarrassing how long it took the industrial nation Germany for the auction. As with 5G we are
long behind.” But not Osram. The company wants to develop its plants into digital factories. And that requires 5G.
Because in intelligent manufacturing, all machines and
planning processes are networked in real time. “With the
Campus solution, we have created an infrastructure at our
Schwabmünchen plant that allows us to implement this
efficiently and flexibly for future and existing production
tasks. The levers are now being shifted to 5G as quickly as
possible. And then we can continue with our plans for the
intelligent factory.”

T-Systems account manager Dirk Drabnig (left) and Stefan Fritz (right),
Vice President Digital Factory, want to expand the 5G campus network.

The autonomously moving transport robot “Detis” transports
bobbins with tungsten threads from production to the logistics hall.

Stefan Fritz has a long-term strategy. For him, the transport
robot is just the first step on the road to a smart factory.
“Such driverless transport systems are nothing special anymore for a modern factory,” says the mechanical engineer and production technician. “However, so far they
have travelled on fixed routes along magnetic stripes in the
ground.” This is right for a line production in which products are assembled step by step. “Ford and its line, the
revolutionary invention of assembly line production at the
time, will soon be obsolete. In the intelligent factory, production is no longer linear. We want to become more agile.
It is now a matter of getting small series onto the road
quickly and safely, and for this we are moving into modular
production, i.e. away from the line to the cell concept,”

Photos: Oliver Krato

AGILE PRODUCTION REPLACES THE LINE
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says Fritz. For him as an engineer, “smart” means first and
foremost more and new productivity. But the companies
would have to answer the question: “How do I produce and
what do I produce?”
Productivity in Osram’s factories can hardly be increased
with the resources available to date. Although there are
still small adjusting screws that production experts can
turn, “big leaps are difficult to make with conventional
means,” says Fritz. This was already the case at Osram 30
years ago, when the great wave of automation roared
through the factories. Back then, the Bavarian-based
company developed its own control technology including
mechanical engineering, as there were hardly any specialized automation specialists for the requirements of a
mixed process and product manufacturer.
For Fritz, digitization means raising new efficiencies, even
if the increases in the past ten years have not been as
large and volatile as before. Everything is highly optimized and automated. It’s faster, the materials have improved further, “which has increased quality and reduced
costs at the same time. We have been talking about Industry 4.0 for several years now and have already implemented much of that. The big difference for us is that everything
is now networked,” explains Fritz, who with his team examines all facets of the smart factory for feasibility. “We
are looking for the productivity drivers, which a McKinsey
study puts at three to five percent. These include energy
management, intelligent lot optimization, online scrap
optimization, reduced downtime and real-time.” This describes Osram’s strategy: “Automation is already very advanced and production has been trimmed to industry 4.0.
And now comes the digital factory, where everything interacts: Manufacturing IT, Industry 4.0, lean, mechanical
engineering and production concepts in one organizational unit.”

ONLINE SCRAP OPTIMIZATION IN REAL TIME
As in every manufacturing company, Osram is also concerned with OEE, Overall Equipment Effectiveness. This
key figure is an important controlling instrument that uncovers wasted resources: for example, unnecessary transport routes and material movements, incorrect work processes or rejects and rework. OEE key figures therefore
systematically show optimization potential. In production,
these include malfunctions and breakdowns. But also the
quality of individual, sometimes tiny process steps.
How small the production at Osram’s Schwabmünchen
plant is is shown by the manufacture of tungsten wires for
lamps. The shiny white heavy metal is the chemical element with the highest melting and boiling point, which is
why it is sintered into rods in a direct current passage of
12,000 amps. The rods are then processed into threads in
more than 60 process steps, which can sometimes be
thinner than a human hair. “Tungsten shows very well which

The perfect mix makes the difference: Raw materials
such as tungsten are mixed with chemical substances
to produce the precursors.

small adjusting screws we have to turn in order to increase
productivity in production,” says Fritz. And data analysis and
real-time will play a decisive role in this.
If there are temperature fluctuations between two process steps during the production of tungsten wires at Osram, for example, this can have an effect on the subsequent process. The quality suffers and rejects occur. “But
if we knew that there were temperature fluctuations, we
could adjust later steps to reduce scrap,” explains Fritz.
Today, the production specialists adjust the machines
and only readjust them when they notice that something
is changing. “However, if they have the date in real time,
for example the exact length of a workpiece, this value is
passed on to the next process step, which then automatically adjusts itself to the actual length.”

OPTIMIZING DOWNTIMES
Productivity can also be optimized by reducing downtimes. Every defective machine costs time and money.
“Downtimes can be reduced with a cell concept. If a machine threatens to fail or if we experience a loss of quality,
production continues automatically via a different path.
To do this, we need data that tells us that”, explains Fritz.
Many machines did record data for a long time. But the

question is what to do with the data? “We forward the data
to a pipeline. But they still remain in the factory. Process
steps are also interesting for other plants, because the
process chain does not end at the plant. Osram, for example, processes the prefabricated products from Schwabmünchen in other plants. And customers might also be
interested in the data.”
5G does not always play a decisive role in such applications. In many cases, data needs to be processed quickly
and fed back to the machine or a dashboard. Telekom has
installed a local cloud, an edge, in the campus network. It
processes data on site, which increases the speed.
The new standard only plays out all the advantages when
it comes to real-time, which is not always the case with
data analytics. And it’s about complete information.
“Some of our machines are a few weeks young, others
50 years old. We don’t always get the right data. Speed or
RPM (revolutions per minute) are good for assessing the
condition of the machines. What we need, however, is
also temperature or pressure, which give us information
about the quality of the products. To do this, we have to
retrofit the machines with sensors,” explains Fritz. And
it’s about mobility. “Our machines produce a lot of data,
which they send via the fixed network. The disadvantage
of the fixed network, however, is that it is not flexible. And
WLAN is too slow”.

For example, remote maintenance can reduce maintenance costs by up to 50 percent. Osram is therefore testing the use of AR glasses. If there are problems with a
machine in Schwabmünchen, specialist staff get virtual
help from New Hampshire in the USA. Osram also manufactures LED pre-products there in the small town of Exeter. “Just because HoloLens is hyped at the moment
doesn’t mean that AR automatically gives us impact at the
moment,” says Fritz. “There are question marks today.
The technology is not yet really mature and very expensive. In addition, very large amounts of data have to be
processed, for which we want to use 5G again. Then data
will be available faster than before.”

“5G will be the connecting
element without which most
use cases will not be able to
exploit their full potential.”
STEFAN FRITZ,
VP Digital Factory, Osram

IN USE CASES STEP BY STEP
Data and connectivity are the magic words for the intelligent factory to reach the next level of optimization. So big
data and data analytics, as well as the speed at which
data is processed and results are available, are the big
issues for the Smart Factory strategy. “We have the big
picture of the smart factory in mind. However, we don’t do
everything at once, but define different use cases that we
test first. If the result is good, we extend the test to other
locations and only then do we implement the solution
across the board,” explains Fritz. Osram’s Smart Factory
strategy focuses on big data, collaborative robots, traceability and AR applications in individual cases. For Fritz
one thing is for sure: “5G will be the connecting element
without which most use cases will not be able to exploit
their full potential.”

Osram relies on real-time data analysis in the production process.
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Data! Everything revolves around data in the smart factory.
And where there is a lot of data, artificial intelligence (AI)
also comes into play. This should help to halve quality
costs through fewer rejects, rejects and defective products. At Osram, these are in the low PPM range. So there
are only a few errors per million units, but product testing
is still largely manual. “We will teach the AI to recognize
errors that we don’t see today. And for this we need computing power and transmission speed. Data input, calculation, results out: That has to happen fast,” says Fritz on his
way to the next production hall.

SCALING IS THE BE-ALL AND END-ALL
And there “Detis” bends around the corner again. Fritz is
enthusiastic: “This Use Case is a positive example. It
brings fast savings and supports our vision of the intelligent factory. We no longer need loops or magnets. And if
we have 5G, we can use these mobile robots wherever
something has to be transported.” The Smart Factory is a
scaling issue. The investments would only pay off “if we
carry the successful use cases as broadly as possible into
the company”. When 5G is running, the team sets up the
next use case: Autonomous forklift trucks on the outside.
“There’s a lot of cost-saving potential in this. If the machine tells the forklift truck “don’t need to come, be serviced”, it saves money and time”.
Osram is reinventing itself due to the change in technology, says Stefan Fritz. Not only through new technologies
with which light can be generated. “The entire production
technology and its processes and procedures are changing. We optimize through intelligence and connectivity.
The machines are stupid. Only software and AI make
them intelligent. And 5G is the backbone. That means
Smart Factory”. But that is still not enough for the machine
builder. Smart Factory is only 70 percent technology.
“The rest is mindset. Because the intelligent factory
means cultural change that everyone has to go through:
the management, the skilled workers, the suppliers and
the partners.”

The digital factory will further increase efficiency, reduce
waste and further improve the already high quality.

MORE THAN LAMPS FOR LUMINAIRES
Osram is highly innovative and is on its way to becoming a photonics champion.
This benefits crop, motorcyclists or major events like the Eurovision Song
Contest (ESC). For example, Osram has developed a light that researchers and
modern farmers can use to develop new, plant-specific light and growth recipes

Dirk.Drabnig@t-systems.com

that will later stably produce the desired properties such as quality, quantity and

www.osram-group.com/en

ingredients. LED light modules from Osram can be retrofitted in various models

www.t-systems.com/video/osram-5g

from a motorcycle clothing manufacturer to improve visibility at night and in fog.
And as the lighting partner for the ESC music spectacle in May of this year, Tel Aviv
was not only home to a large proportion of the moving spotlights in Osram’s
international congress center. Thanks to Osram floodlights, Tel Aviv’s sights also

Photos: Oliver Krato

shone in bright colors aside from the ESC stage.

Perfect
Turnaround
In just two and a half months from paper
documents to state-of-the-art SAP from the
T-Systems cloud: What Fraport AG has
achieved with its two Brazilian airports is a
precision landing.
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Sven Hansel

n the aviation industry, it is a showstopper even
for professionals – the turnaround. Experts use this
term to describe the period between “on-block”
and “off-block”, i.e. the period between the aircraft
coming to a standstill at the passenger bridge and
the next flight being uncoupled. Whether it’s just dozens
of passengers boarding and alighting or more than 500 –
in other words, does the aircraft hold its parking position
for just 30 minutes or two and a half hours – during this
time the jets are refueled, cleaned, checked through,
unloaded, loaded and so on. A meticulous
interplay of perfection. Here every move
that needs to be made, has to work like
clockwork, and in a breathtakingly short
time. Fraport AG, SAP and T-Systems
have now achieved a similarly virtuoso
interplay. They achieved an equally masterly turnaround and switched from old-
fashioned paper processes to the most
modern world of business solutions in record time.

also took over Porto Alegre and Fortaleza, two Brazilian
airports, and immediately started modernizing them.
Especially in the IT landscape, the turbines needed
new momentum.
Both airports, Porto Alegre and Fortaleza ranked 4th and
10 th among Brazil’s 30 largest airports, had no ERP system of their own to date. As part of business process outsourcing, an external service provider handled business
processes such as purchasing, invoicing and payroll
accounting and also taxed external
service providers. For the employees,
this meant a lot of manual work on
paper and, as a result, a high sus
ceptibility to errors in the process
engineering. “That’s why our goal
was giving a modern system is in the
hands of our employees,” explained
Rafael Augusto da Silva, Head of SAP
Applications at Fraport in Brazil.

“S/4HANA gives us more
agility and mobility.
And it reduces the
susceptibility to errors.”

The start: Airport operator Fraport AG is
not only a national player, but also internationally active. For example, the Frankfurt
company has stakes in Antalya Airport in Turkey, Lima
Airport in Peru and the Bulgarian airports of Burgas and
Varna. Two years ago, Fraport, which is listed in the MDAX,

RAFAELO AUGUSTO DA SILVA,

The cruising flight: From the start of
the project to the take-off of the productive system, just two and a half
months passed, a turnaround that
rarely happens so quickly in implementation practice.
And that even though Fraport relies on one of the most
modern ERP systems with SAP’s S/4HANA®, which is not

Head of SAP Applications, Fraport Brazil
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teeming with experience. Furthermore each of the airports represents a legal entity on its own and both of
them are a good 3,000 kilometers apart.

Photos: iStockphoto

However, the recipe for the success of this project lies in
its implementation. SAP’s “Activate” was used, a combination of SAP Best Practices, a methodology and guided
configuration that saves a lot of time when introducing
SAP S/4HANA. Fraport also used T-Systems’ “Accelerator” program. In this way, for example, 65 percent of the
financial processes at both airports could be mapped in
SAP Best Practices. For its part, the T-Systems methodology ensured that the localization of the software or the
integration of the Fraport banks took place extremely
quickly. In addition, the project participants were able
to integrate processes from existing software systems
(payroll and accounting) from other manufacturers into
S/4HANA in a very short time. And they created their own
app for invoice approvals for airport employees.
The landing: From day one, 70 users worked on the system from the secure T-Systems cloud in a Brazilian data
center of the Telekom subsidiary, today it counts already
115. “The introduction of the SAP system gives us more
agility and mobility. And it reduces the susceptibility to
errors, for example in tax settlements,” says Rafael Augusto da Silva. Quarterly reports can now be generated
within three days. And in addition to optimized cost and

profitability evaluations, structured business information
is now also available in real time. S/4HANA not only covers
pure financial processes, but also supply chain and purchasing applications.
Conclusion: Perfect turnaround in record time thanks to
modern methods used virtuously by “pilots” and “ground
crew”, a precision landing.

bestpractice@t-systems.com
www.t-systems.com/sap-s4hana

As the Styrian regional company, KAGes
operates 16 hospitals from Graz and is the
largest employer in the province with more
than 16,000 employees.

When a group of hospitals like the
Steiermärkische Krankenanstaltengesellschaft
changes its central hospital information system
(HIS), one thing above all has to happen quickly.
After all, a prolonged outage would have
dramatic consequences.

Silke Kilz

W

hether it’s patient admissions, room occupancy, OR management or medical
and nursing documentation – in the age
of digitization almost all processes in
Austria’s hospitals are IT-controlled. It is
therefore not necessary to be an IT expert to imagine the
dimension of the project that Steiermärkische Kranken
anstaltengesellschaft mbH (KAGes) was faced with at the
end of 2017: a complex conversion of the central components for all eleven hospitals at 21 locations and four regional care centres of the network – not step by step, but
in one night.

NO LONGER FIT FOR THE FUTURE
There were several reasons for switching IT: Since 2002,
KAGes has been using i.s.h.med, a hospital information
system integrated into SAP that offers doctors, nursing
staff and administration a variety of functions for planning,
documenting, coordinating, communicating and evaluating. “i.s.h.med is already a significant step towards a paperless hospital,” says Karl Kocever, Head of IT Infrastructure and Administrative Systems at KAGes. However, what
the hospital network has not been able to sufficiently map
so far is the Electronic Fever Curve, where all patient information relevant for treatment will be digitally collected in
the future. “In order to be optimally prepared for the implementation of this project, a conversion to the latest release
of SAP/i.s.h.med was indispensable,” says Kocever. On
the other hand, the hardware and the Oracle database
used to date reached their capacity limits. In order to accelerate processes and be able to deliver key figures in
real time in the future, it was therefore logical to switch to
the SAP HANA in-memory technology – also against the
background that SAP will no longer support any other
database with its software from 2025. By then at the latest,

Photos: KAGes, iStockphoto

Open Heart
Surgery
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“Instead of walking step by step towards the future, KAGes
took the big leap,” summarizes Günter Gössinger, Service
Delivery Manager at T-Systems Austria. In concrete terms,
this meant setting up the necessary new hardware, converting the database to Unicode, migrating to SAP HANA
and upgrading the version of the SAP system to EPH8 and
i.s.h.med to SP14.

MINIMAL DOWNTIME
Said, done: At the end of 2017, the team of experts from
KAGes, SAP and T-Systems met for the first time to work
out a plan for the mammoth project. The biggest drawback: According to SAP estimates, the changeover would
require a downtime of more than 50 hours in the production system if the individual steps were carried out one after
the other. More than 50 hours no insight into patient histories, no data acquisition, no documentation, no planning – unthinkable for a hospital network like KAGes with
almost 18,000 employees.
But the team from Walldorf had an option: a “Minimize
Downtime Service”. After an initial analysis by SAP, this
procedure makes it possible to reduce the downtime of
the HIS system from over 50 hours to ten hours. How? The
team would carry out the project using four different IT
environments: an SAP HANA target system, on which the
actual changeover was to take place step by step, the existing legacy system, on which the users could continue to
work without restrictions, and finally two exactly identical
twins of the legacy SAP system as a test environment.
The project management was quickly convinced. Even
though it was clear to everyone involved what a challenge
they faced. “I’ve been with the company for 42 years, but
there’s never been an IT project of this size before,” says
Kocever. In addition, the time frame was very tight. “Due
to a large number of other projects, KAGes could only
offer us a fixed go-live date for the changeover in October
2018,” adds Gössinger. “If we had not met this deadline,
the next changeover would not have been possible until
spring 2019 – a delay that all the companies involved
wanted to avoid at all costs”.

WITH NET AND DOUBLE BOTTOM
In February 2018, the project was finally launched – according to a meticulously defined schedule. In addition
to installing the hardware, the experts first set up the target system on which the actual migration was carried
out. As planned, they also created two identical copies of
the legacy SAP system. On the one hand, users were
able to continue working on “their” system as usual during the migration project; on the other hand, the legacy
system twins offered the team the opportunity to carry
out the necessary tests during the project phase without

The downtime for SAP migration
was only 10 hours.

it would have been time for KAGes to say goodbye to its
Oracle environment.

restricting productive operation. “Of course, working with
double bottom also had another advantage,” Kocever explains. “In the worst case scenario, it would have been
possible to return to the old environment at any time – this
considerably reduced the project risk for us.”

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
After several months of intensive preparations, the project
finally culminated in October 2018 in the actual conversion
of the database and SAP system, which lasted several days.
The team proceeded step by step: “In the run-up, so-called
triggers were set on the database in the legacy system,”
explains Gössinger. “In this way, during the subsequent
switch (downtime phase) to the new system, we were able
to trace exactly which changes the users had made to the
legacy system, i.e. which data we still had to transfer afterwards.”
“Of course we practiced the individual steps of the conversion x-fold,” recalls Kocever. “A few weeks before the
big go-live, we also had two meticulously planned and
fully played out dress rehearsals in Graz,” says Kocever.
“Luckily – because the rehearsal was not without diffi
culties.” The project manager answers the question of
whether this didn’t cause him stomach ache in the negative: “On the contrary. These small hurdles made us
stronger. Because we now knew that this wouldn’t happen
to us again in the premiere.”

SPOT LANDING AT NIGHT
In the night from 5 to 6 October the time had finally come:
The old system was switched off. During the downtime,
during which the users no longer had access to the system, the team transferred all the changes that had been
made from the old system to the new one. The restart procedure was also carried out according to a precise plan
and it was only after several tests that the users were finally
allowed back onto the system – with success.
“Of course, we were all relieved that we were finally able to
complete the project on time and within budget,” sums up
Katharina Proske, Head of Sales Public and Healthcare.
“Although we have been supporting KAGes’ central HIS
system for many years and are very familiar with the systems
and processes of the hospital network, a project of this
magnitude is not an everyday occurrence at T-Systems.”
Kocever also draws a positive conclusion: “The project has
once again shown that it is very important to have a func
tioning team. The cooperation between SAP, T-Systems and
our people went extremely well, and it was a great pleasure
for me to successfully complete such a project within the
tight timeframe. In short: “Surgery successful, patient alive”.

Guenter.Goessinger.@t-systems.com
www.kages.at/cms/ziel/5633960/EN
www.telekom-healthcare.com/en
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Housing Subsidies

Developing together
Regarding the federal structures in Germany, tens of different software variants might be used in
the same specialist procedure. The housing allowance shows that there is another way.
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G

ood news for people who are dependent on
financial help in Germany. From January
2020, the federal government will increase
housing subsidies by an average of 30 percent – provided the Bundesrat agrees. A
two-person household will then receive an average of
190 Euros per month instead of 145 Euros as before. And
the number of households receiving housing benefit is to
rise from 560,000 to 660,000.

jointly discuss the change requests of the approximately
1,500 users in the authorities. And twice a year, representatives of the ministries and authorities as well as administrators discuss the larger strategic projects. T-Systems as
the software developer then implements the changes for
everyone and makes the new versions available to the respective data centers. The costs for the further development of the software are paid via a joint account, to which
all members of the development alliance contribute.

Citizens can apply for housing benefit by filling out a number of forms. In Berlin, for example, an eight-page application includes six more attachments. “Calculating the housing benefit is a relatively complex application procedure,”
says Stephan Egerer of the Senate Department for Urban
Development and Housing in Berlin. The housing office
administrators use software to record the data, which has
to be continually adapted and further developed due to
changes in the law.

APPLY FOR HOUSING BENEFIT ONLINE

MUNICIPALITIES DECIDE ON SOFTWARE
In Germany with its federal character, it is more the rule
than the exception that states and municipalities use different software. “The federal government itself has not
specified or developed any procedure. The municipalities
themselves therefore decide how they want to process the
housing benefit procedure and which software they use
for it,” explains Egerer. Every change then means that
every software provider has to make the necessary adjustments – which costs money and time.
So that the authorities can share the costs, four federal
states and two cities have joined forces to form a development alliance. The software, which has been used in Berlin’s
housing offices for more than 20 years, is now also used by
the authorities in Baden-Württemberg, Saxony and Saxony-Anhalt as well as in the state capitals of Magdeburg
and Munich. They are responsible for about one third of
the housing benefit households in Germany with an annual
benefit amount of around 300 million Euros.
“We introduced the software in Berlin in 1996. Magdeburg
and Baden-Württemberg were added at the end of the
1990s. It therefore made sense to set up a care circle in
which all users could further develop the process,” says
Egerer. A project steering committee meets about every
six weeks to discuss the current legal adjustments and to

It was not until the fall of 2018 that T-Systems completely
revamped the software. The program, which is now based
on Java, is completely web-enabled. Proposals for changes made in practice by applicants and administrators were
also incorporated into the development. “Since the processing of housing allowance applications is complex, the
housing allowance procedure is regarded as a beacon
project for e-government,” says Egerer, who is responsible
in Berlin, among other things, for the further development
of T-Systems software for the so-called “Dialogized Housing Allowance Procedure”. With DiWo, applications can be
recorded step-by-step, notices can be issued and housing
benefit amounts can be paid out. Since the new solution
has a modular structure and a uniform technical basis,
changes can now be incorporated more easily, which in
turn reduces maintenance costs.
This year, the transnational team and T-Systems will take
the next step. Under the Online Access Act (OZG), federal,
state and municipal administrations must offer 575 administrative services online by 2022. DiWo will also be linked
to an online application process via interfaces from fall
2019. Applicants will then be able to apply for the housing
subsidy completely online – and get their housing subsidy
faster than before.

Mona-Sophie.Joswig@t-systems.com

Ernst Feiler, Director Technology
of the film and television producer
UFA in Potsdam.
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peak, talk and tell. With a dot and a comma,
but from the same mould. Fine facial expressions, sweeping gestures – everything in the
program. An ambassador in front of the camera, for example, would be honoured by Ernst
Feiler’s appearance. And that’s basically what he is at the
moment, as Director Technology of UFA, Germany’s largest film and television producer. A double role, if you will,
from whose script the little undiplomatic is cut out by a
“now times off the records” rapidly. At the beginning,
Feiler only thinks very briefly about what his script for the
next hour should start with. Proven, already in the opening
credits of many cinema films, has ...

“Market leadership
without film tears”

Sometimes journalists meet interview partners
and happen to be very satisfied with the fact
that at the end of the day the interview is not
going to work out. Ernst Feiler is such an
interlocutor. Just a cue and listening to him – a
kind of monologue – becomes an experience.
The cue: Open Telecom Cloud.

Thomas van Zütphen

“OK, short flashback: In 2014 we worked with our colleagues from RTL to develop a cloud future concept for
the film and broadcast industry, which are two separate
forms of industry. One has to do with chemistry and immersion baths, the other with large broadcast centers
and magnetic recording, which is not really IT either. But
we have said that both will be replaced by IT to replace
three major technology islands created in 100 years of
film and television history. First, the production of formats
in which celluloid and EB cameras* are or were standard.
In the future, these will be computers with an optical system and a chip – i.e. IT. Second, in distribution. This used
to be done via tapes and broadcast infrastructures. Today’s streaming is all digital. So also IT. And the third is
our archive. In the past these were tapes and celluloid
cans. Today everything is digitalized. Dematerialized”.

MONEY BURNED FOR LOGISTICS

Photo: Marko Priske

Just five years ago, Feiler looks back,“we already recorded
everything digitally, but then physically transported it to
another infrastructure called a center, but basically it’s
already IT. And when you’re done, you physically transport it to a mine tunnel to archive it there for 10,000
years”. To serve this chain, Feiler is still annoyed today,
“means nothing more than burning an enormous amount
of money in logistics. But that doesn’t make any film,
script or actor any better”.
The next thought brightens his face again: “Ideal would be:
Whatever our cameras record, generate digital image
data, move it to one place – the cloud – and reference
all other value-added processes to it. But this is always
about connectivity. A cloud only makes sense if I can
find a secure, stable way to get there and back again. In
this respect, it is a unique selling point of T-Systems,
because we get both there. The cloud and the way. To
bring our processes into the modern age, the fastest,
cheapest, most intelligent.”

It all started for Feiler and his UFA colleagues long before
the cloud with the question: How do we get digital data
from a set* into our post production in Potsdam? That’s
where courier drivers transport the hard disks from locations like Cologne, Frankfurt or Munich every day. And
with the technical details of an alternative solution, Feiler
repels, “we don’t want to deal with it as producers.
Rather with the details, which play before the camera.
We expect a comprehensive service from an IT service
provider behind our camera. According to the motto:
‘T-Systems, we just have two terabytes of data here,
pick it up and make it available to me again in the
shortest possible time. In postproduction and on my
cell phone for acceptance’. But how much time, money and CO2 are still being burned today to transport
data carriers from A to B is hard to imagine”.

ESCALATING DATA VOLUMES
Sustainability is a topic on which Feiler only
spoke in the morning. He is a member of the UFA
Green Team, an employee initiative that has
been committed to sustainable television production and office design at UFA since 2014.
Feiler knows from his own holidays that the way
he deals with material and virtual resources differs greatly. A slide lamp at his home reminds us
of this. Farseeing, in the truest sense of the word, he has exposed six rolls of Ektrachrome to gradually equip the slide
lamp. “But in the same 14 days I took 3,500 photos with the
digital camera. And it’s practically the same with the film set.
In the past, people paid attention to the material consumption, because every meter cost money. Today the amount of
data is escalating because of digital production, and with
UHD/HDR* they will explode again. The good thing, however, is that the amounts of data are simply too large for the
subsequent processing chain. This means that you have to
generate so-called proxies, i.e. smaller amounts of data, at a
very early stage in order to be able to continue producing.
And these small derivatives are of higher quality than the HD
standard now. Sounds dialectical, but that’s the way it is”.
One thing is also clear to those outside the industry: the
higher the data volumes on the set, the more sensible the

route via LTE into the cloud. A nod and Feiler agrees. For
your understanding: UFA’s order books currently contain
thousands of shooting days per year. About ten productions simultaneously employ up to 30 shooting teams
every day, spread all over the world. For the series “Gute
Zeiten, schlechte Zeiten” alone, 250 GB of data per day
are produced in the HD standard. After the switch to
UHD, it will be one terabyte per day. An output that will
affect all important TV programs and will be followed by
a total audience of 30 million people on some evenings
in Germany alone. In series like “Charité”,
“Ku’damm 59” and “Donna Leon” or show formats
like “Deutschland sucht den Superstar”. If two or
three EB teams travel through Germany for some
programs, the time between the recording and
the arrival of the material in post-production can
be between 36 hours and five days.

QUANTUM LEAP THROUGH CLOUDTECHNOLOGY
In the three-month proof-of-concept (POC) of the
Open Telekom Cloud last autumn, it ideally took two minutes. “This is an enormous advantage in the sense of
‘time is money’. Extrapolating the result of the POC, we
would immediately halve a seven-figure sum per year that
the data transport over-all costs for UFA today. Not to
mention the CO2 footprint, which we are rapidly improving in the Open Telecom cloud”. And that’s how the CTO
really gets going: “Two minutes’ delay from the recording
to the next processing step is unbelievable. A quantum
leap that can only be achieved with cloud technology”.
In principle, it will work in such a way that the UFA crews
will stream the material via LTE into the cloud during recording, process it there and save the data via backup and
generate a derivative for post production in the third step
so that an editor can continue working with it. “The manufacturers have not yet reached the point where our cam-
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eras can be coupled to the data line. But in a test case
with T-Systems, we built an intelligent data case that initiates transports from the set. However, this requires
partners who provide specific film services in the cloud
that take into account the fact that as a manufacturer we
need industry-specific formats rather than standards”.
Through the window of his office, Feiler points to a hall opposite the Babelsberg film studios and returns in his mind
to the “islands” – production, distribution, archive. On the
other side of the street Fritz Lang shot “Metropolis”. A scandalous film for the moral image of the 1920s, before they
went wild in Germany at the end of the decade. “Not free of
youth”. Also because due to the screenplay actress Brigitte
Helm was dressed in flimsy clothes in some scenes. It’s all
a question of attitude. Today “Metropolis” is art with the age
rating “U”. It also seemed scandalous to the sponsors of the
film that Lang ran some incredible 370 miles of film through
the cameras. With a playing time corresponding to 350
hours, the film would have rolled out from Babelsberg to
Wiesbaden/Hesse. Exactly there, in the national film heritage of the Murnau Foundation, cinematic treasures such as
“The Blue Angel” or “Metropolis” are slumbering today.
Only UFA productions shot after 1964 are already located
in Dublin/Ireland, in an Azure cloud of T-Systems’ strategic
partner Microsoft. This, explains Feiler, “has enabled us to
digitize virtually everything that still has a market today
and to stream it – keyword ‘distribution’ – worldwide from
the archive at the click of a mouse. We’re currently developing an AI solution that automatically subtitles each film,
depending on the language or language. The last big
step in closing the triangle is production. What we need
is an edge cloud infrastructure, a hybrid construction of

private, public and various special cloud services. This is
not possible without partners, orientation aids and mutual guidance. For example, to process large amounts of
data locally in 8K, with an intelligent cloud structure that
stores the quality of the data for me where I need it for the
most diverse processing steps. With regard to the necessary connectivity, it’s great to be working with Telekom
and T-Systems. Because I have everything under one roof
and at T-Systems I have a rarely creative team to whom
our case makes their appetite recognizable”.

LIVE PRODUCTION IN THE CLOUD
Short interruption. Ernst Feiler asks his assistant to have him
have a snack in the canteen. Directors Cut, so to speak. But
– to stay with the subject – aren’t life-supporting measures
what determine the production flow of the UFA? “Absolutely.
That’s what it’s all about. Not only in scenic productions
according to script. The next big step,” Feiler says, “is
about live productions in the cloud. This is the premier
class. ‘Supertalent’ or ‘DSDS’ could be first real projects.
Cloud direction of live productions would have enormous advantages, because the local installation of a
UHD direction, which e.g. broadcasts a finale of DSDS
live, requires high investments. Installed in the cloud, it
can be used flexibly and pays for itself quickly. We forecast that a gigantic market. It’s worth it for UFA and
T-Systems to get their hands on it together. It’s going to
be a long way. But we absolutely want to go it, because

another POC for live productions and third: further develop the data case that synchronizes all processes in two
minutes. Step by step, simulate, log, scale. For this we
have to develop the technology, new tariffs and business models. This takes a minimum of
24 months. But perhaps the attraction
of the possibilities that lie ahead can
speed things up a little”.

our goal is to lead the market and not to follow it. Only
those who lead the market can influence the effects of
digital development on our industry.
It’s already clear that a film rupture in market
observation, in the showroom of future technological possibilities, could have fatal consequences. It is important to keep the attention high. For social media productions with
a mobile phone, for example, via an easy-touse equipment setup. With T-Systems, UFA
wants to build a standard and develop a media production app that maps the entire production chain for YouTube and Instagram
users. Feiler’s vision: “I’ll be able to buy the
set in the T-Shop, download the app and
automatically play everything from my mobile phone into the T-Systems cloud to edit
it like professional VJs at ‘divimove’*. With editing, with
colour grading*, subtitles. Users of Facebook and Co.
are just waiting. That will be the next mass market.”

“The next big step is
about live productions
in the cloud. This is the
premier class.”
ERNST FEILER,
Director Technology, UFA

With this seductive thought Feiler looks
outside again, on the other side of the road.
To the “Metropolis Hall”, which in reality is
called the “Marlene Dietrich Hall”. In 2012,
the most expensive German movie ever
was shot here. Tom Hanks was on the cast
list, Halle Berry, Hugh Grant and many
others. The title of the film: “Cloud Atlas”.
Actually, Feilers cue again.

bestpractice@t-systems.com
www.open-telekom-cloud.com/en

Based on his experience with the Open Telekom Cloud,
the UFA technology boss sees three things to be done in
addition to the social media plans: “First: Building a stable
service delivery from last year’s proof-of-concept for 7/24
provisioning. Second: After fictional productions, design

Magnetic recording
TV cameras for electronic reporting
Media center for television broadcasting
Location or film motif for filming
video formats Ultra High Definition and High Dynamic Range
Horizontal image resolution of 8,000 columns
Europe’s largest influencer network
Colour correction
Video- or Visual-Jockey in the style of Disc-Jockey

Photos: iStockphoto, Marko Priske

Glossary
MAZ:
EB camera:
Broadcast Center:
Set:
UHD/HDR:
8K:
divimove:
Colour Grading:
VJ:
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How Germany’s third-largest Landesbank
is sharpening its employee awareness of
information security with Gamification.

COPY

Sven Hansel

A

s a financial institution, Landesbank Hessen-
Thüringen, better known under its abbreviation “Helaba”, is subject to increasing regulatory requirements and supervisory duties.
It does not only rely on state-of-the-art technology to protect the bank in the face of growing threats
from cyberattacks. This is because Germany’s third-largest
Landesbank in terms of total assets is well aware of how important well-trained personnel are today. “In a sense, our
employees form the human firewall. If, despite all our precautions, a phishing attack should actually get through, they
are the last line of defense,” says Jürgen Vogt from Helaba’s
Information Management department. This is why the Bank
invests continuously in training courses, lectures and – an
“exciting collection of board games”. This is based on a security course developed by T-Systems, which Helaba is now
using on its own throughout Germany. And it is amazing that
hardly enough game encounters can be organized to meet
employee demand.

PLAYING IN A BUSINESS-CRITICAL CONTEXT
In many companies and organizations it is currently “Game
on” instead of “Game over”. For good reason. “Playing is an
inherent instinct and it makes lots of things easier,” says
Peter Kreutter, Director of the Stiftung Wissenschaftliche Hochschule für Unternehmensfüh
rung (WHU), located in Vallendar, on the banks
of the river Rhine. Kreutter has been working
on the topic of gamification in companies for
quite some time. So gambling in the office? Not
at all, but rather a serious opportunity to sustainably promote sensitivity to information security issues and security awareness at the
workplace. Gamification, i.e. the integration of
playful elements into a context that is not part
of the game, is currently booming. As research
ers at the Danube University Krems in Austria
have found out, the integration of playful elements makes it easier to motivate employees
to solve complex tasks. Through this informal
learning, things can be tried out without triggering the danger of real consequences. Motivation is high, because you want to win. The
tension increases with a playful approach, and
ultimately drier topics can also be conveyed
much more easily.
Awareness expert Vogt also confirms this:
“Frontal preaching with PowerPoint is not an
effective means of achieving awareness for information security”. A playful format, on the

other hand, minimizes the risk of employees ‘switching off’
quickly, keeps their attention high and forces interaction.
“As moderators from ISM, we act as competent partners in
questions of information security. The advantage of this
classroom training is the interactivity with the employee.
Questions and dangers are discussed in the group and
face to face with the participants and, if possible, answered
immediately. That works”.
The employee feels taken seriously and is introduced and
sensitized to the topics by the moderators. Due to the
many constructive discussions and the fun factor when
solving the problems during the event, the sustainability
of these topics should not be underestimated. Cognitive
knowledge and emotional behavior are taught. This kind
of “Awareness to touch”, experienced in a Security Parkour
as a classroom event is an ideal complement to awareness
measures and contributes to the success and creation of
Helaba’s security culture.

ANCHORING AWARENESS
The Telekom subsidiary’s security course has been set up
very traditionally – as planned by the word creators of the
“parcursus” in Old Rome: As an exercise or drill in military
and non-military training operations. The only difference is
that the obstacles to be crossed on the T-Systems course
are based on practically world-famous board game classics. Whether phishing as “fishing for fish”, social engineering as “trivial pursuit” or cyber security as “monopoly”
– a moderator, internal or external, serves as the game
leader. There is one station for each security topic – for
example phishing, social engineering, cyber security or
the “Safe on the Move” module; a game usually comprises
five stations at which teams of up to ten people compete
against each other for around 15 minutes. The game
changes from station to station, “and of course we can
focus on one or more specific topics as
required. This way, the course continues
to develop thematically,” says Thomas
Schramm, Principal Solution Sales Manager at T-Systems. During the game, the
participants have to put aside paper and
pencil for notes on the topic. The game is
not about passive cramming, but about
interactive perception and comprehension in the truest sense of the word.
Helaba has organised such a course
eleven times since 2016 with a total of
350 employees. “We achieved an average score of 1.4 on the basis of employee feedback forms. We know of no other
training format that is better received by
the Group,” says Jürgen Vogt.
Of course, the gamification element is
only one element of a very sophisticated

training and sensitization concept. Banks are among the
country’s critical infrastructures (KRITIS), are subject to
countless regulatory and compliance requirements and
must report security incidents to the European Central
Bank (ECB). As a result, the institutes are having to upgrade
their security technology and raise awareness among their
staff, particularly in view of the ever-increasing and more
complex cyberattacks in the digital age. “Everyone in the
chain must know what to do if a security-related incident
actually occurs. With the security course, we also want to
encourage employees to report such incidents,” says security expert Vogt.

SEAMLESSLY SENSITIVE
This can also be the phishing mail, which has cheated its
way through the firewall, but basic security elements are
also played through in the course. Basics, of course, routines in which any laissez-faire in the next move of the data
thieves can mean “checkmate”. This includes both a clean
desk after work, on which no more confidential papers can
be found, and the clarification that official e-mail accounts
should not be used for private matters. In short, the security
course is intended to raise awareness that security must
now be a permanent part of professional and private life,
24 hours a day, seven days a week. Just like a safety belt in
a car, for example, where the driver does not think for a
fraction of a second whether he is going to drive before he
has “clicked” in the belt buckle.
And that’s exactly what Helaba has achieved. In cash
management, for example, the level of security has “risen
extremely” and the rate of phishing suspicions passed
on is also much higher than it used to be. The course had
encouraged employees to take action and further removed
the taboo from the issue of IT security. The virtual “safety
belt” is anchored a good deal deeper in the corporate
culture, even in departments that have only a few points
of contact with potentially risky areas.

World-famous board game classics are the creative ideas behind the
course developed by T-Systems.
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Having created this awareness has also made the work
of Jürgen Vogt and his colleagues easier. They are now
regarded as “buddies” who can be asked for advice at
any time when it comes to security. Information Security
Management, and with it IT as a whole, now has the reputation of a protector who takes care of his colleagues.
“Our employees have understood it: With an awareness
of security, you protect yourself, your workplace and colleagues, the company and our customers. The security
course was indispensable for creating this awareness,”
Vogt sums up. Helaba has understood how to put every
thing at risk in order not to risk anything.

Thomas.Schramm@t-systems.com
www.helaba.com/int

“In a sense, our employees
form the human firewall.
If, despite all our precautions,
a phishing attack should
actually get through, they are
the last line of defense.”
JÜRGEN VOGT,
Information Security Management, Helaba

www.t-systems.com/perspectives/security

A suitcase full of challenges – the tasks of the “game collection” are regularly
exchanged by the Security Awareness Coaches.

Lacquered glasses
from smart ovens
Whether with straw or without – sipped, swallowed or sucked –
drinking is existential for people. And colored drinking glasses
are particularly popular. They get their color sprayed on in a
painting line and burned in. The first kilns in Oberlahr are now
smart: they collect status data and send it to the cloud.
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ne last critical look. Another light wipe and
the perfectly lacquered fine cocktail bowl
ends up back in the box. Like another
20,000 or so drinking glasses that day.
Here in the deepest Westerwald, somewhere between Bonn and Frankfurt, sits one of these typical German hidden champions: successful for decades
with a niche product, but known only to a few insiders.
Sometimes even truck drivers are not sure whether their
sensitive goods are heading for the right destination at all.
The first Hirsch GmbH plant is located inconspicuously at
the end of a traffic-calmed zone on the outskirts of Oberlahr, a small town with less than 800 inhabitants. The glass
refiner’s clientele is international. Even glass manufacturers from the USA send their products by ship and truck to
the Westerwald, where they are given the desired color
with the desired pattern.

Hans-Jürgen Hirsch, Managing
Director of Hirsch GmbH, trusts in
experience for the quality check and
will rely on IoT in the future.

However, for Heinz Hirsch the concept of a hidden champion does not mean that much. “If you think so, that’s fine.
But I don’t know whether we really are,” says the managing
director of Hirsch GmbH, who runs the small company
together with his wife in the second generation. It is obviously not important to him whether he is a champion or
not. Much more important to him is the quality with which
his machines and some 50 employees burn the
right color onto the customer’s glass.

DIY – SCREWDRIVING, WELDING,
ASSEMBLING
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35 years ago, his father devised a lot of things here
in Oberlahr himself and later developed them further over decades together with plant manufacturers and paint manufacturers. Heinz Hirsch also
never gives up, always turning the quality screw.
“When we started, there were no finished kilns on
the market that we could simply install. We sat
down, defined our requirements and then screwed,
welded and assembled,” says Hirsch, looking back
on the founding phase.
And the lacquers? They are also part of our success. For seven years, Hirsch has been purchasing
the paint from the same manufacturer who produces the paints exclusively for the glass refiner.
Hirsch: “We only use the respective coatings for
one customer. In this respect, it gives them a
unique selling proposition that helps them to distinguish themselves from others on the market.”
Important, because his clients include top brands
whose glasses are not quite inexpensive. Heinz
Hirsch does not reveal who these customers are.
This is a matter of honor and remains his professional secret. “Our customers simply don’t want it to

Up to 200,000 glasses varnishes Hirsch per day.
With an IoT solution, the company controls the production process.

become public that they don’t paint
their glasses themselves. We respect
that. In return most of our customers
don’t depend on the price. First of all
they care for always get the same top
quality. And that’s what we guarantee
them,” says Hirsch.

QUALITY SECURES BUSINESS

The lacquering of the glasses in the desired color and
the selected color gradient is one thing. The other is the
durability of the color. “Appropriate for dishwashers” is
one criterion for the glasses. “Dishwasher safe” is better
and self-evident for Hirsch. “There is no direct industrial
standard for lacquered glasses,” explains Hirsch. How
ever, porcelain are used for orientation: according to the
German DIN standard 50275, plates, cups and terrines
with colored decoration are “dishwasher-safe” if they can
withstand more than 1,000 washes. “We had glasses
tested and they survived 3,000 washes without damage.
If we didn’t guarantee this, we wouldn’t get any more orders,” says Hirsch.
For even better quality, he does everything in his power,
for example he has been using the Internet of Things for
several months now. He is gradually networking his kilns
with measuring devices that record the internal temperatures of the kilns every ten seconds and send them to the
cloud, or to be more precise, to the cloud of things from
T-Systems. Here, the data is processed and the results
displayed in an app. “We have already discovered so
many new things about our ovens that we can use them
to further improve our quality. And we can prove to customers that everything was fine during the burning process,” explains Hirsch.

From welder
to hidden
champion
After the war, the father of the current managing director
founded the first company. The trained welder built fire
trucks, wagons or potato peeling machines. Hirsch painted
handles for the garden tool manufacturer Wolf PVS. Then a
manufacturer of teacups came up with the idea of painting
the handles. For this there was a huge tub in which up to
400,000 glasses could have been painted. The cleaning of
these tubs was laborious and Hirsch began to varnish the
paints with spray guns. 35 years ago, the founder built his
own fully automatic spraying machines, as there was no
plant constructor for them. Today Hirsch produces up to
200,000 glasses a day in its two factories with seven ovens.

Photo: Oliver Krato

Quality. This is the klue when the
glass refiner talks about new technologies in his production. Until today,
Heinz Hirsch has never been satisfied
with the quality of his products. He
has to stick to it, explains the business
economist: “The competition doesn’t
sleep”. As a small medium-sized company, he can only survive through top
quality. Glassworks would try to enter
the paint business themselves. Which
could also make sense. Because if
they paint the glass directly at the
place of manufacture, that saves
many work steps. On instead goes to
the Westerwald needs to care for “pack, transport, unpack, paint, repack and return. Nevertheless, most customers still come to us. They know that there is hardly
anyone else who can do this almost as well as we can,”
says Hirsch confidently.
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EXTERNAL IOT DEVICES SEND
TEMPERATURE DATA

the right spare part is usually not immediately available.”
With the values of the sensors on the IoT device, the medium-sized company hopes to be able to detect irregularities in the kiln earlier. “If a certain section in the kiln is too
cold, this indicates a fault or even an impending failure of
the entire kiln. Then, thanks to predictive maintenance, we can repair
the kiln in a targeted manner and
reduce downtimes,” hopes Hirsch.

Equipped with up to seven sensors, a networked IoT device
measures the temperature at several points in the furnace.
The correct and constant heat is decisive for the quality of
the baked coatings: whether they
survive dishwashers, do not soften
during transport or retain their brilliance for decades. “The lacquers
must be bonded to the glass in the
Heinz Hirsch already has ideas on
kiln within a defined temperature
how to use IoT solutions for transrange of around 360 °F. If the temport, too. Tracking and tracing is
perature falls below a threshold
The cloud of things is Telekom’s IoT cloud platform, which custhe key word. Years ago, the glass
value or exceeds the maximum
tomers can use to remotely monitor, manage and control netrefiner returned a shipping contemperature, the quality suffers. Or
worked devices and machines. The Cloud of Things collects
tainer full of processed top glasseven worse, we can throw away an
and stores the sensor data and status messages of all connectes to the USA for an American
entire batch,” is how Heinz Hirsch
ed devices, evaluates them and prepares them clearly for the
customer. When the customer
describes the firing process. So
user, who can display them via the Internet. The collected infortook the goods out of the cartons
far, the furnaces have only dismation is evaluated approximately in real time. If limit values for
on site, the color had partly run off
played a single temperature value
individual sensors or complex events are exceeded, a message
and almost stuck to the hands.
for the entire distance of around
is triggered. Maintenance technicians can then see the reason
The experts puzzled over what
ten meters. The principle is simple:
for the error message via the online user interface and react as
had happened. In Oberlahr, the
If the temperature falls below the
quickly as possible.
glasses had been individually inspecified threshold value, the kiln
spected and put into the cartons
heats up again to the upper limit.
in top quality. “We then found out
“The measurement results from
that our container on the transport
the sensors have now enabled us
ship was exposed to the blazing sun for practically days.
to determine that the temperature in the ovens fluctuates
The heat in the container got so high that the paints began
far more than expected. And we can now find out directly
to soften. Although the batch was partially unusable, we
where a burner has failed. Previously it had happened that
now know what to look out for during transport,” says
the lacquered glasses came out of the oven and the paint
Hirsch. He sees a solution in tracking and tracing the transwas not properly burnt in,” says Hirsch.
port. Hirsch: “When we equip the containers with an IoT
device with GPS transmitter and sensors, we always know
The measurement data also helps the glass refiner as
where our goods are, and we can monitor conditions such
proof. It rarely happens that a customer complains about
as the so-called crypto climate inside a container during
the quality of a batch. Then troubleshooting is called for.
transport. We also find out whether the container has hit
Was it the firing process or the varnish? The IoT values
the ground too violently somewhere.”
from the kiln now provide indications of possible production errors. Since the sensors measure the temperature at
Thanks to IoT, Heinz Hirsch can now sleep longer. Until
seven points, it can be traced over any period of time
now, the glass refiner set the alarm very early in the mornwhether everything was OK during the firing process.
ing for the control call at the plant. An employee drives up
Hirsch is also considering giving customers access to the
the furnaces there in good time so that the early shift can
measurement data in the future. “I can read the measurestart work on time. “If I can’t reach the employee, I had to
ment data in an app on my smartphone. Our customers
get out of bed and cheer on the ovens myself,” says Hirsch.
would then also be able to view the measurement results
He won’t have to set an alarm in the future. The sensors
for their batches. That would be a special service with
take control and the app only sounds the alarm if the ovens
which we could further increase customer confidence,”
remain cold at a defined time. Otherwise, Heinz Hirsch
believes Hirsch.
continues to sleep without interruption, turns around in
bed again and dreams of the advantages of digitization.
PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR KILNS
As in every manufacturing industry, the machines are also
the heart of the company at Hirsch GmbH. And they fail
every now and then. Then production comes to a standHenning.Neuse@t-systems.com
still, the fault has to be found and a spare part needs to be
found. “This can take several hours and in the worst case
www.t-systems.com/telekom-iot/cloud-of-things
even days,” says Hirsch, “Our machines are unique specimens from a plant manufacturer. If something goes wrong,

Cloud of Things

Continental
Connection

The world’s largest automotive group commissions T-Systems to operate its entire IT and network
structure for most of its production sites of its Volkswagen, Audi and MAN brands in North and
South America.
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“

t runs and runs and runs ...” – The slogan with which
Volkswagen promoted the reliability of the legendary
VW Beetle in the early 1960s is still present worldwide. But ICT, networks and digitization have revolutionized the product life cycle of cars ever since. Not
just when the cars are being driven, but during their production. However, the demands made by car manufacturers
and drivers alike in practice today are still the same –
everything should “run”. For example, at Volkswagen’s
Puebla plant in Mexico.
As here on the 300-hectare plant site, where 435,373 vehicles rolled off the production line last year, automobile
production is all about keeping all production processes
– quasi just-in-sequence – at a constant high speed. For
example, between supplier park and assembly, engine
production and test centre, body production and paint
shop. And almost all of these processes are now IT-based.
With this in mind, Volkswagen recently commissioned
T-Systems to operate its entire IT and network infrastructure (ICT) for most of its plants in North and South America

for five years. Whether for the Audi Q5 in San José Chiapa/
Mexico or the MAN-Volksbus in Resende, Brazil, the
compact SUV “Space Cross” in Pacheco, Argentina, or
the “Atlas” produced in Chattanooga, Tennessee, USA,
the ICT services comprise most of the 14 plants of the
Volkswagen Group in four countries and all models of the
Volkswagen, Audi and MAN brands.

MORE THAN 2,000 VIRTUAL SERVERS
Services include not only server and data management, i.e.
storage, backup and recovery. T-Systems’ responsibility
also extends to the IT security operations for Volkswagen’s
protection of its servers, networks and data. In addition,
there are the areas of e-mail and middleware, job and asset
management plus LAN and WAN networks at the locations.
T-Systems operates more than 2,000 virtual servers and
more than 6,000 LAN and 400 WAN components. And the
number of systems and services, according to mutual expectations, will continue to increase during the contract
period until 2023. A team of 350 experts is spread across
the continent to ensure the availability of a robust IT and
network infrastructure for Volkswagen around the clock.

BEST PRACTICES

Infrastructure
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Volkswagen

For Adel Al-Saleh, Member of the Board of Management
of Deutsche Telekom and T-Systems CEO, the new cooperation confirms “our claim to be a long-term partner for
Volkswagen and to support the declared Cloud First
strategy of the world’s largest car manufacturer”.
For Eduardo Nava, CIO in Volkswagen de Mexico, “the con
solidation of the IT and network infrastructure of Volks
wagen plants on the American continent is a big step towards the commonization of processes and infrastructure,
and a prerequisite for further integration in the Cloud”.
With its Cloud First Strategy, Volkswagen is pursuing a hybrid multi-vendor cloud approach – a combination of private and public clouds that the company procures from
T-Systems among others. The long-term goal is to reduce
the Group’s global IT service and operating costs by up to
60 percent. With a view to economies of scale and possible automation, the focus will be on one-off expenses in IT
projects and the development of infrastructures.

From the USA to Argentina – Volkswagen
operates 14 production plants on the
American continent.

A problem that is not only familiar to large corporations
worldwide is that the number of applications they use is
often well into the four-digit range. However, most of them
are not cloud-ready. However, the applications that have
grown over the years contain enormous development
know-how. “This raises the question,” says Román Peláez,
Volkswagen Account Executive at T-Systems in Mexico,
“how do we bring these applications into a completely new
architecture in order to make the best possible use of the
advantages of cloud computing?”

LEGACY HOSTEL CLOUD?
This is because the heterogeneous, historically grown IT
landscapes often contain a wide range of legacy applications, in-house developments and applications from various providers. “But not a few of them,” says Román Peláez,
“can be the linchpin of an IT and process landscape.”

Photos: Volkswagen AG

With its Cloud Integration Center (CIC), T-Systems offers
companies a solution that enables them to integrate their
own developments into their service catalog via a joint project and a standard marketing process. And all this on the
basis of a uniform platform – both for self-managed and
managed services – for operation as infrastructure, platform or software-as-a-service (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS).
Companies can use three cloud usage variants in the CIC:
They obtain applications from the cloud as required, migrate their own applications to T-Systems’ highly secure
private cloud and develop their own cloud offerings that
they can also make available to other companies and their
customers. And after a quality and security check by
T-Systems, even newly developed applications can be released in the Cloud Integration Center.

Roman.Pelaez@t-systems.com
www.volkswagengroupofamerica.com
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VARIANT NUMBERED

Digitization taken
nine times at its word
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In
process steps, tungsten rods are
turned into threads that can be
thinner than a human hair.

Companies increase their profit margins by

KUO needs

27 percent

99,99 percent

if they generate more than half of their
revenue from digital ecosystems.

availability for its SAP systems.

1.

2.

3.

Prinzhorn wants to increase sales by

To date Krones has equipped

100 percent

28
collection points

by 2030.

with the IoT Service Button.

The software of a car consists of

100 million
lines of programming code.

4.

More than

6.

5.

Hirsch paints up to

2,000

200,000
glasses per day
in seven kilns.

In the HD standard,

250 GB

of data are produced per
shooting day for the series
“Gute Zeiten, schlechte Zeiten” alone.
7.

8.

Source: 1. KPMG CEO Outlook 2019 2. Osram 3. Kuo Group 4. Krones AG 5. IEEE SPECTRUM 6. Prinzhorn 7. Volkswagen Amerika 8. Hirsch GmbH 9. UFA

9.
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virtual servers and over 6,000 LAN
and 400 WAN components T-Systems
operates for Volkswagen America.

WELCOME TO THE ERA OF REAL TIME
5G CAMPUS NETWORKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

•
•
•
•

High-performance network for Industry 4.0
Ultra-fast transmission and response time
Tailor-made solutions for companies
High bandwidths for industrial IoT processes
Data storage and processing directly on site

